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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Service discovery technologies allow devices/services to plug in to or join a network and
automatically advertise themselves to clients on the network. The clients use the service
discovery technologies to query for available services on the network. They can do this without
having to know specific configuration information about the service prior to querying. In
traditional computing environments for example, a client application has to specify the IP address
and port number of the device or service that it’s connecting to. An addition, prior to connecting,
they would have to know if the device or service was available on the network. A user would
have to figure out the model of the device and then download and install the drivers for it in order
to allow for interoperability between the client application and device/service. Service discovery
solves this problem by automating this process, relieving the user from tedious setup anytime
they want to use a new network service or device. Depending on which technology is used,
clients may be able to obtain more details about a service to know how to better interact with it.
An example of an application of service discovery technology is a homeowner who wants to turn
up the heat on their thermostat which is accessible from the home network. The homeowner uses
their mobile device to query for available services and selects the thermostat service. When they
select the service, a list of actions is displayed from which they can choose, such as the power off
and on and increasing and decreasing the temperature. The capability to discover and use
services on the fly is powerful and over time different service discovery technology vendors have
been implementing or coming up with their own specifications to allow for device
1

interoperability over the network. The problem is that there are many service discovery
technologies that exist, but there is no clear indication for device/service vendors to know which
of these technologies to use or be compatible with. Another issue is that a service/device vendor
may have a requirement that certain capabilities are offered by a service discovery technology,
however, in reality, no one service discovery technology may offer all these capabilities. Rather,
it may be the case that each service discovery technology may contain one of these capabilities.
In this document we do a hands-on comparison of three major service discovery
technologies, i.e., Bonjour, Jini, and UPnP. Bonjour is a zero-configuration networking protocol
developed by Apple Inc. Applications such as iTunes, iPhoto, and many others use Bonjour.
Jini, is Apache River’s network architecture technology that allows services and resources to be
shared on the network amongst connected users. UPnP is Microsoft’s zero configuration
networking technology. We give an in-depth description of each of the technologies describing
each of the capabilities that they offer. Then we present a client and service application
implemented for each of the technologies to demonstrate a hands-on application. In the last
chapter, we discuss the advantages, disadvantages, and issues that were encountered when
implementing the client and service applications. In addition, we discuss an alternative design
that takes advantage of the robust capabilities of the three service discovery technologies.
This document is important because it highlights the capabilities that each of the three
major discovery technologies offers. It is unique because it’s based on a hands-on comparison
using client and service applications. We show implementations of client and service
applications written for each of the service discovery technologies to determine the amount of
work required by service/device vendors and clients to make their applications compliant to each.
In addition, we show how much knowledge a client has to have about a service before they can
query and use its services. After reading over this document a service/device and/or client vendor
should be able to make a well informed decision on which service discovery technology to use
based on the capabilities that it offers. Besides the details that we provide on the major service
2

discovery technologies, we also propose a new service discovery technology, giving high level
design details on each of the major capabilities of service discovery, such as addressing, naming,
publishing, and discovery. This new proposed technology also allows a client to be able to
subscribe to event data on a service as well as specify a service action to execute, such as
increasing the temperature on a thermostat. With the design details that we provide for this new
technology, we hope that it can be further developed as it merges all of the powerful capabilities
of all three major service discovery technologies while minimizing the effort for client and
service applications to be compliant.
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CHAPTER II

RELATED WORK

There is a lot of research that has been done on Jini, UPnP, and the Bonjour service
discovery technologies. Many of the projects fell in one of two categories, i.e., security concerns
associated with the service discovery technologies and different applications of them.
One particular project that I came across was an interoperability framework for Jini and
UPnP. It allows for Jini clients to be able to discover and use UPnP services as well as UPnP
clients to discover and use Jini services. This is made possible by service type-specific proxies
that perform discovery of UPnP services on behalf of Jini clients and Jini services on behalf of
UPnP clients [1]. Since, the research that I worked on involved analysis of Jini and UPnP, it was
interesting to see that the project allowed for the two service discovery technologies’ clients and
services to talk to one another. As for the application of the service discovery technologies, one
of the projects allowed for clients to talk to existing home appliances using an UPnP adapter. The
UPnP adapter has an interface translating the UPnP control messages into the private protocol of
the appliance [2].
Security concerns are another area of research. Security in environments utilizing service
discovery technologies has become a critical concern since personal information can be available
to malicious users [3]. The focus for security is mainly on authentication, authorization, and
access control. For UPnP, an extension was developed called UPnP-UP which provided well
defined and standard mechanisms that developers can use for authentication and authorization,
preventing the use of non-standard or proprietary solutions and avoid making interoperability
4

among available UPnP services more difficult or even impossible [3]. It provides a network
manager the ability to define security access control policies using a well-defined user interface.
In contrast to the research that has been done on the three major service discovery
technologies, this research paper gives an in-depth analysis on Jini, UPnP, and Bonjour. It lists
the advantages, disadvantages, and issues of each. Then we propose a new service discovery
technology design which includes the robust capabilities of the three service discovery
technologies along with other features.
It should also be noted that the Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA)
is another technology which allows for computers on the network to share resources. It uses an
interface definition language (IDL) to specify the interfaces of service objects to other entities on
the network. It is composed of a notification service and trading service. The notification service
allows services to publish events and clients to subscribe to events that they are interested in.
Clients can also specify filtering criteria on event data. The trading service allows for services to
advertise their capabilities as well as clients to match their needs against advertised capabilities
[5]. As part of the trading service there are multiple trader objects that handle queries from
clients for specific service characteristics and then if a match exists, the service location is sent
back to the client by the trader object. The clients can then communicate with the service objects
using RMI. The new service discovery technology design mentioned in this paper differs from
CORBA in that RMI is not used. Also, when services register with the new service discovery
technology, they have their service types advertised via multicast to all clients on the network.
Client services multicast queries on behalf of clients to all services on the network as well.

5

CHAPTER III

BONJOUR

Apple’s Bonjour is a zero-configuration protocol that allows a client application to use
network services and devices without prior configuration. For example, a client connects to a
network and then can automatically print from a network printer without knowledge of the
printer’s IP address and port number. Bonjour consists of three areas which make zeroconfiguration networking possible. They are addressing, naming, and service discovery. We
discuss the three areas in detail and then elaborate on service/device publication, discovery and
usage. A scenario is shown of a device joining a network and making its services available for
clients on the network. Finally, code examples are shown of a Bonjour client and service
implemented using the Bonjour SDK API.
A. Introduction
In traditional computing environments, network services or devices that a client
application wants to use require the client to know some specific configuration information, for
example, the IP address and port number of the device or service that it’s connecting to. Often,
the client application may not even know if there is a desired service or device that is available on
the network. For example, a user may ask, if there is a printer on the network. If so, what is the IP
and port number? Once the user is connected to the printer, they’ll have to provide additional
information such as the manufacturer name, model, and maybe even the drivers name for the
printer. The setup can be tedious for a user anytime that they want to use a new network service
or device.
6

To minimize the manual configuration, Apple developed Bonjour, a zero-configuration
networking protocol. Applications, such as iTunes, iPhoto, and many others use Bonjour. Apple
devices such as Apple TV and Airport Express base station also support Bonjour. With Airport
Express, for example, an Apple user can create a new network by simply connecting their base
station to a DSL or cable modem. In the Wi-Fi settings, the user selects the Airport base station
and creates a password. And then, the devices are connected.
B. Bonjour Service Discovery
Bonjour enables discovery of devices and network services without having to have
manual configuration. Bonjour provides a programming interface that allows for discovering,
publishing, and resolving network services. The interface is supported in multiple programming
languages such as Objective C, C#, C, Java and VB.
Bonjour is Apple’s implementation of zero-configuration protocol, which is submitted to
the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). It consists of three areas [6]:

1. Allocate IP addresses to hosts and enable them to communicate with others.
2. Using names and attributes instead of IP addresses to refer to network services.
3. Discover services on the network automatically.
B.1 Addressing
Bonjour uses self-assigned link-local addressing, which reserves a range of addresses for
the local network. Hosts are then assigned an IP address from the address pool. A random
address from the range is selected and tested to determine if it already in use. If not, the address
is assigned to the host. Otherwise, the process will repeat until a non-conflicting address is found
(not being used).
Hosts are considered to be part of the same local link, if a packet that is sent by one host
to another arrives at the destination unmodified. This means that no IP router changes the packet
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during transmission between the two hosts. To fully take advantage of Bonjour, hardware
vendors need to support self-assigned link-local addressing on their devices.
B.2 Naming
Multicast DNS queries for network services or devices are answered by Bonjour’s
mDNSResponder daemon on behalf of the services or devices. The mDNSResponder daemon
allows services to be discovered based on their name rather than their host machine IP address.
This is more reliable since IP addresses are more likely to change than a service’s name.

All

services running on a host machine that want to be discoverable over the network must register
with the Bonjour mDNSResponder daemon. The registration is done by using the Bonjour API.
Once a multicast query is made, the service or device that sees its name will have the
mDNSResponder reply on its behalf with the host machine’s IP address. This allows queries for
service names to be automatically directed to the host machine address. Any hardware devices
that cannot register using the Bonjour API must implement an mDNSResponder daemon that
handles queries for hosted services.
Since queries are made using service names, the names have to be unique on the local
network. Bonjour handles service name conflicts by automatically renaming a service when it
first registers if the name is already in use.
B.3 Service Discovery
Bonjour performs service discovery by sending an mDNS query with a service type and
domain. Services that match the request will respond back with their names. Instead of using a
device-centric approach where the client queries each device to find out what services it offers,
Bonjour uses the service-centric approach. The approach reduces network traffic because there is
only one query made by the client to the service that it is looking for.
Bonjour uses several mechanisms to reduce network traffic in service discovery. First,
Bonjour uses a cache of multicast DNS records. Hosts who request information that have already
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been requested by other hosts can just retrieve the results from its own cache. By using multicast
messaging, the information is available to all interested hosts.
Second, Bonjour suppresses duplicate responses. It keeps a list of known answers for the
Bonjour service queries. When an initial query is made for a service, Bonjour will record all the
servers that responded. On subsequent queries for the same service, Bonjour will include the list
of the servers that responded in its initial query. When the servers on the list receive this query,
they will suppress their responses because Bonjour already knows about them. Another
suppression technique is that as soon as one host responds with the needed information, all other
hosts will suppress their responses.
Third, Bonjour reduces network traffic by using exponential back-off and service
announcement capabilities. If a host browses for a service and does not find it initially, it will
wait and send successive requests. Each following request is further delayed exponentially. For
example, a host will wait 1, 2, 4, and 8 seconds, and so on, up to a maximum of one hour.
Bonjour equipped hosts announce their services when they join the network. Using the same
exponential approach, they will initially announce more frequently and then less often until the
maximum one hour limit. Any non Bonjour equipped hosts will have to implement their own
service announcement mechanisms.
B.4 Local Link
The local link or link-local network for a given host is the host itself and all other hosts
that can exchange packets with one another without having the packet’s IP header being
modified. To query the local link network, use the keyword local.. Domain names differ from
local. in that they are globally unique such as www.apple.com. With local., however, you can
have multiple hosts with the same name as long as they are not part of the same local link
network. Using local. saves administrative effort in comparison to domain names. In case there is
a name collision on the local network, Bonjour will automatically change the name if there is no
way to notify the host to change the name. Otherwise, it will ask the user to change the name.
9

B.5 Bonjour Service Names
Bonjour services are named according to the Internet standard for IP services. A list of
Bonjour services can be found at http://www.dns-sd.org/ServiceTypes.html. Bonjour names their
services using the following format:
_ServiceType._TransportProtocolName.
The service type is the IANA registered name for a given service. An example of a
Bonjour service name that has a service type: “printer” and the transport protocol name: “tcp” is
“_printer._tcp.”
The combination of the service type and the transport protocol creates a registration type,
which in turn is used to register the service and create DNS resource records for the service. For
our example, the name to register with the host’s Multicast DNS responder is
“_printer._tcp.local..” Registration types are named differently in order to distinguish them from
domain names in the DNS resource records. The difference is that Registration types use an
underscore as a prefix to separate its component names. Figure 3.1 below illustrates how the
registration type’s components are separated [7]. Note that the service instance name, the service
type, and the domain name are all separated by dots and underscores.
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Figure 3.1 An example of Bonjour service names.
B.6 Network Service Architecture
The network service architecture in Bonjour enables publishing, discovering, and using
IP-based services. These are three major operations that are parts of zero-configuration network
services.
Publication is the first operation done by registering the service with a Multicast DNS
responder. It is either through a high-level API or communicating directly with the DNS
responder. Once the service is registered, there are three records that are created to keep track of
that service. That is, a service (SRV), pointer (PTR), and a text record (TXT).
The service instance name is mapped by the service record to information that a client
needs to connect to and use the service. The client stores the service name. Whenever it wants to
access the service, it performs a DNS query to obtain the host name and port number in order to
connect. The host name and port number are obtained from the service record. This technique
allows for hosts that provide a service to change their name, port number, or IP address, without
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affecting the client. Host names are used instead of IP addresses because a given host may have
multiple IP addresses. The service records use the following naming format:
<Instance Name>.<Service Type>.<Domain>

Below is an example of the SRV record for a print spooler named PrintsAlot running on
TCP port 515:
PrintsAlot._printer._tcp.local. 120 IN SRV 0 0 515 blackhawk.local.

This record is created on the Multicast DNS responder of a printer called
blackhawk.local. on the local link. (The initial 120 represents the time-to-live (TTL) value, which
is used for caching [8].
Pointer records map a service type to the names of the actual instances of that service.
This makes it easy for clients to find all instances that are available on the network by using the
service type. Pointer records use the following naming format:
<Service Type>.<Domain>

In our example, the pointer record is _printer._tcp.local.
Text records have the same names as the service name records. A text record provides
additional information about the service instance. For example, a map name for a multiplayer
game and the availability of a user on a chat program (away, idle, etc.). Each new service type
needs to define the format that the associated text record has to be in. This format is published as
part of the protocol specification.
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Figure 3.2 Publication process of Bonjour services.
The full publication process is shown in Figure 3.2. In step 1, a device wants to share
music over a local network using TCP. When the device is plugged into the network, it randomly
selects a local link IP address 169.254.23.200 and makes an announcement to the network. If
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there is no other devices on the network with that IP address, no response will be sent. Then, the
device assigns itself that address. In step 2, the device starts up its own Multicast DNS responder
and requests the host name noha-soundbox.local.. If it is available, it will assign the name to
itself. In step 3, the device starts up its music service on port 4000. Finally, in step 4, the device
publishes its service under the service type _music._tcp. It uses the service instance name Joe’s
Sound and makes sure that there is no other service with the same name in the local. domain. As
a result, the service record is Joe’s Sound._music._tcp.local., which points to the host nohasoundbox.local. on port 4000. The pointer record is _music._tcp.local. and it points to Joe’s
Sound._music._tcp.local. service.
The next major operation of the Bonjour network service architecture is discovery. In
service discovery, all registered DNS records will be searched in order to find all matched
instances of a service type during the service publication. The Multicast DNS responders on the
queried devices will return all pointer records for all service instances that match the service type.
To reduce unnecessary overhead, it is important that only those DNS responders that have a
service instance matching the service type will respond.
The last major operation is resolution. A resolution occurs when a service instance name,
which is saved after initial discovery, is resolved to its current socket information. The service
instance name will stay the same. But it is possible that the port numbers, IP addresses, and host
name can change. It is inconvenient to always rediscover the device. Thus, service instance name
is saved and the socket information is resolved only when the service is going to be used. To
resolve a service, a DNS lookup is invoked for the service record using the service instance name.
Then, the application retrieves the service host’s name and port number. Next, the application
sends a multicast request for the IP address using the host’s name. The multicast DNS service
resolves the host name to an IP address and responds back with it. Finally, after receiving the IP
address, the application can connect to the service.
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C. Examples
In this section, we provide examples of a Bonjour service and a client written in C#. The
Bonjour service sends messages that are typed in the service console to all connected clients. A
practical application of this service would be in a shopping mall where retailers would transmit
their discounts to all connected clients. In this scenario the clients would be the shoppers’ mobile
devices.
C.1 Bonjour Service
Our example application is called MessageStreamer, which allows a user to send
messages to all connected clients. The service registers with the Bonjour mDNSResponder
daemon. Then, it listens for new client connections.
using System;
using System.Text;
using Bonjour;
namespace MessageService
{
class MessageStreamer
{
//Tcp connection object that will be used to listen for client connections and
trasmit messages to them
private TcpConnection _tcpConnection;
//Flag to indicate if the service is shutting down
private bool _shutdown = false;
//Used to create a mDNS service object
private Bonjour.DNSSDService m_service = null;
//Used to register user service with the mDNS service
private Bonjour.DNSSDService m_registrar = null;
//Raises any of the following events:
// _IDNSSDEvents_AddressFoundEventHandler AddressFound;
// _IDNSSDEvents_DomainFoundEventHandler DomainFound;
// _IDNSSDEvents_DomainLostEventHandler DomainLost;
// _IDNSSDEvents_MappingCreatedEventHandler MappingCreated;
// _IDNSSDEvents_OperationFailedEventHandler OperationFailed;
// _IDNSSDEvents_QueryRecordAnsweredEventHandler QueryRecordAnswered;
// _IDNSSDEvents_RecordRegisteredEventHandler RecordRegistered;
// _IDNSSDEvents_ServiceFoundEventHandler ServiceFound;
// _IDNSSDEvents_ServiceLostEventHandler ServiceLost;
// _IDNSSDEvents_ServiceRegisteredEventHandler ServiceRegistered;
// _IDNSSDEvents_ServiceResolvedEventHandler ServiceResolved;
private Bonjour.DNSSDEventManager m_eventManager = null;
//constructor for service
public MessageStreamer()
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{
//creates a new tcp connection
_tcpConnection = new TcpConnection();
//registers callback OnConnected for when a client make a new connection to
this service
_tcpConnection.Connected += OnConnected;
//registers callback OnDisconnected for when a client disconnects from this
service
_tcpConnection.Disconnected += OnDisconnected;
//creates a new event manager object and registers a callback
ServiceRegistered for when this service
registers with the mDNS daemon
m_eventManager = new DNSSDEventManager();
m_eventManager.ServiceRegistered += new
_IDNSSDEvents_ServiceRegisteredEventHandler(ServiceRegistered);
try
{
//
// Registers the MessageStreamer service with the mDNS daemon
//
m_service = new DNSSDService();
m_registrar = m_service.Register(0, 0, "MyMessageStreamerInstance",
"_messageStreamer._tcp",
null, null, (ushort)_tcpConnection.Port, null, m_eventManager);
}
catch
{
System.Console.WriteLine("Bonjour service is not available", "Error");
return;
}
//Listens for client connections
_tcpConnection.ListenForConnections();
}

//Callback method that is called once a client is connected.
public void OnConnected(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
byte[] buffer;
string strToTransmit = string.Empty;
if (_tcpConnection.NumClients == 1)
{
Console.WriteLine("Enter message to transmit.");
}
//when a client connects anything that is entered into the service console
will be transmitted
//to all connected clients.
while (!_shutdown)
{
try
{
strToTransmit = Console.ReadLine();
strToTransmit += "\r\n"; //added this line
ASCIIEncoding encoder = new ASCIIEncoding();
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buffer = encoder.GetBytes(strToTransmit);
_tcpConnection.Send(buffer);
System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(1000);
Console.WriteLine("Enter message to transmit.");
}
catch
{
System.Console.WriteLine("Could not send message");
continue;
}
}
}
//Callback method called when this service is registered with the mDNS daemon
public void ServiceRegistered(Bonjour.DNSSDService srvc, Bonjour.DNSSDFlags
flags, string s1, string s2, string s3)
{
Console.WriteLine("The service {0} of type {1} successfully registered with
the mDNS daemon",
s1, s2);
}
//Callback method once the network connection is closed.
public void OnDisconnected(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
_shutdown = true;
}
}
}

In the MessageStreamer constructor the following line of code registers the service with the
mDNS daemon:
m_registrar = m_service.Register(0, 0, "MyMessageStreamerInstance",
"_messageStreamer._tcp", null, null, (ushort)_tcpConnection.Port, null,
m_eventManager);

Now clients will be able to query the daemon for the MessageStreamer service and get back its
domain name and port number.
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The description of the Register method’s parameters is shown in Table 3.1 below:

Parameter

Table 3.1. Register method’s parameters and their descriptions.
Description

int flags

This is used to determine whether to rename a service if one with the
same name already exists. 0 – will rename automatically and
NO_AUTO_RENAME – will not automatically rename it.

int ifIndex

Specifies on what interface to announce a service. 0 – will register the
service with all available interfaces. -1

String serviceName

This is the instance name of the service

String regType

This is the service type name

String domain

Specifies the domain on which the service will be announced

String host

This is the hostname

int port

The port number on which incoming connections are accepted

TXTRecord txtRecord

This is used to send a payload

RegisterListener
listener

This is the listener object

Once the service is registered, it listens for incoming TCP connections by calling the
_tcpConnection.ListenForConnections() method. Below is the TcpConnection class that is used
to listen to and accept new client connections along with transmitting messages typed on the
console to connected clients.
using
using
using
using
using
using

System;
System.Collections.Generic;
System.Linq;
System.Net;
System.Net.Sockets;
System.Threading;

namespace MessageService
{
class TcpConnection
{
//TcpListener object used to listen to incoming connections
private TcpListener tcpListener;
//Flag used to check if the service was shutdown
private bool _shutDown = false;
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//List of all connected clients
List<TcpClient> _clients = new List<TcpClient>();
//Used to make a callback to the method which handles when a client connects to
the Service.
public event EventHandler<EventArgs> Connected;
//Used to make a callback to the method which handles when a client disconnects
from the Service.
public event EventHandler<EventArgs> Disconnected;
//Listening on port 4000
private int m_port = 4000;
//Accessor for m_port
public int Port
{
get { return m_port; }
set { m_port = value; }
}
//Number of clients that are connected
public int NumClients
{
get { return _clients.Count(); }
}
//Listen and accept new client connections
public void ListenForConnections()
{
//create listener on the port number that we specified
tcpListener = new TcpListener(IPAddress.Any, m_port);
//start to listen for client connections
tcpListener.Start();
//accepts connections as longs the service is running
while (!_shutDown)
{
//accept the connection and add to our list of connected clients
TcpClient tcpClient = tcpListener.AcceptTcpClient();
_clients.Add(tcpClient);
//for each client connection spawn a new thread to handle it with the
call back
HandleClientConnection
Thread cThread = new Thread(new
ParameterizedThreadStart(HandleClientConnection));
cThread.Start(tcpClient);
}
}

//Method used to handle a newly connect client
public void HandleClientConnection(object client)
{
//Spawn a new thread to monitor the client connection
Thread cThread = new Thread(new
ParameterizedThreadStart(MonitorClientConnection));
cThread.Start(client);
var conn = Connected;
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//The Connected callback method(s) will be called.
if (conn != null)
{
conn(this, EventArgs.Empty);
}
}
//Method used to monitor the client connection
public void MonitorClientConnection(object client)
{
byte[] buffer = new byte[1024];
int bytesRead = 0;
TcpClient tcpClient = (TcpClient)client;
NetworkStream networkStream = tcpClient.GetStream();
//checks to see if the bytesRead is 0 which indicates the client has
disconnected.
try
{
bytesRead = networkStream.Read(buffer, 0, 1024);
}
catch
{
bytesRead = 0;
}
if (bytesRead == 0) //client has disconnected
{
lock (_clients)
{
tcpClient.Close();
_clients.Remove(tcpClient);
}
}
}
//Method used to send data to all connected clients
public void Send(byte[] buffer)
{
//iterates through all clients and sends the contents of buffer to each client.
foreach (TcpClient client in _clients)
{
NetworkStream stream = client.GetStream();
stream.Write(buffer, 0, buffer.Length);
}
}
}
}

When a client discovers the service, it will make a connection to it using the resolved IP
address and port number. At this time, the underlying TCP connection will make a callback to
the OnConnected method in the service application code. The service can then send messages to
the connected client.
C.2 Bonjour Client
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The Bonjour client application is shown below.
using
using
using
using
using
using
using

System;
System.Text;
System.Windows.Forms;
System.Net;
System.Net.Sockets;
System.Threading;
Bonjour;

namespace BonjourClientApp
{
public partial class BonjourClient : Form
{
//TcpClient object used to connect to the server
private TcpClient _client = new TcpClient();
//Stream used to receive message data from the Server
private NetworkStream _stream = null;
//Flag that indicates the client is shutting down
private bool _shutdown = false;
//The service name that the client is connect to
private string m_name = string.Empty;
//Thread to handle incoming messages from the server
private Thread _cThread = null;
//Event manager which raises service and query events
private Bonjour.DNSSDEventManager m_eventManager = null;
//Service object
private Bonjour.DNSSDService m_service = null;
//Browser object which browses the network for a service type
private Bonjour.DNSSDService m_browser = null;
//Resolver object which contains the results of a resolved domain name or a
query record
private Bonjour.DNSSDService m_resolver = null;
//The ifIndex for use
public uint InterfaceIndex;
//The service instance name
public String Name;
//The service type
public String Type;
//The service domain (for ex. local.)
public String Domain;
//The service IPAddress
public IPAddress Address;
//The service port number
public int Port;
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Below in the constructor, we setup all the callback methods using the Bonjour API. This
allows the client to know when new events occur that are related to service discovery. Next, the
client invokes a method on the mDNSResponder to browse the network for a specific service
type. The mDNSResponder will call into the ServiceFound callback method if and when a
service is found matching the specified service type.
//The Bonjour Client constructor
public BonjourClient()
{
//Used to initialize controls for the WinForm
InitializeComponent();
//Creates a new event manager object and sets callback methods for the
different service and query events
m_eventManager = new DNSSDEventManager();
m_eventManager.ServiceFound += new
_IDNSSDEvents_ServiceFoundEventHandler(this.ServiceFound);
m_eventManager.ServiceLost += new
_IDNSSDEvents_ServiceLostEventHandler(this.ServiceLost);
m_eventManager.ServiceResolved += new
_IDNSSDEvents_ServiceResolvedEventHandler(this.ServiceResolved);
m_eventManager.QueryRecordAnswered += new
_IDNSSDEvents_QueryRecordAnsweredEventHandler(this.QueryAnswered);
m_eventManager.OperationFailed += new
_IDNSSDEvents_OperationFailedEventHandler(this.OperationFailed);
try
{
//creates a new service object and browses for the service type
"_messageStreamer._tcp"
m_service = new Bonjour.DNSSDService();
m_browser = m_service.Browse(0, 0, "_messageStreamer._tcp", null,
m_eventManager);
}
catch
{
MessageBox.Show("Browse Failed", "Error");
Application.Exit();
}
}
//Connects to the service
public void Connect(string ipAddress, int port)
{
//Uses service IP address and port number to connect to the service
IPEndPoint serverEndPoint = new IPEndPoint(IPAddress.Parse(ipAddress),
port);
_client.Connect(serverEndPoint);
}
//
// QueryAnswered
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//
// Called by DNSServices core as a result of DNSService.QueryRecord()
// call
//
public void QueryAnswered(DNSSDService service, DNSSDFlags flags, uint ifIndex,
String fullName, DNSSDRRType rrtype, DNSSDRRClass rrclass, Object rdata,
uint ttl)
{
//
// Stop the resolve to reduce the burden on the network
//
m_resolver.Stop();
m_resolver = null;
//Obtains the IP address of the service that it was querying for
uint bits = BitConverter.ToUInt32((Byte[])rdata, 0);
System.Net.IPAddress address = new System.Net.IPAddress(bits);
Address = address;
//connect to the server
Connect(Address.ToString(), Port);
//Start a new thread to handle incoming messages from the service.
_cThread = new Thread(HandleIncomingStream);
_cThread.Start();
}

//Callback method if any of the Bonjour methods fail (ex. Resolve, Query,
Browse)
public void
OperationFailed
(
DNSSDService service,
DNSSDError error
)
{
MessageBox.Show("Operation returned an error code " + error, "Error");
}

//Handles all incoming data from the service.
public void HandleIncomingStream()
{
int bytesRead = 0;
byte[] buffer;
string incomingStream;
_stream = _client.GetStream();
//reads all the bytes from the stream
while (!_shutdown)
{
incomingStream = string.Empty;
{
buffer = new byte[4096];
try
{
bytesRead = _stream.Read(buffer, 0, 4096);
if (bytesRead > 0)
{
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incomingStream +=
System.Text.Encoding.ASCII.GetString(buffer);
}
}
catch (Exception ex)
{
break;
}
}
if (bytesRead != 0)
{
//after reading bytes from the stream print it out in the winform
if (listBox1.InvokeRequired)
{
Invoke((Action)(() => { listBox1.Items.Add(incomingStream);
}));
}
else
{
listBox1.Items.Add(incomingStream);
}
}
}
}

Below in the ServiceFound method, the client selects a specific service instance that is of
the desired service type and uses the mDNSResponder to resolve the service name to a hostname
and port number that it can use to connect to the service. If the mDNSResponder is able to
resolve the service name, it will make a call into the ServiceResolved callback method.
//
// ServiceFound
//
// Called by DNSServices core as a result of a Browse call
//
public void
ServiceFound
(
DNSSDService sref,
DNSSDFlags flags,
uint ifIndex,
String serviceName,
String regType,
String domain
)
{
//check to see that this is a new service instance that we have not already
found.
if (serviceName != m_name)
{
InterfaceIndex = ifIndex;
Name = serviceName;
Type = regType;
Domain = domain;
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Address = null;
//resolve the name in order to obtain the IP Address and port
m_resolver = m_service.Resolve(0, InterfaceIndex, Name, Type, Domain,
m_eventManager);
}
}
//
// ServiceLost
//
// Called by DNSServices core as a result of a Browse call
//
public void
ServiceLost
(
DNSSDService sref,
DNSSDFlags flags,
uint ifIndex,
String serviceName,
String regType,
String domain
)
{
InterfaceIndex = ifIndex;
Name = serviceName;
Type = regType;
Domain = domain;
Address = null;
}

Below in the ServiceResolved method, the client now has a service record with a
hostname and port number. It will then use the mDNSResponder to query the service record to
obtain an IP address. After the mDNSResponder successfully queries the record, it makes a call
into the QueryAnswered callback method. Here, the client obtains the IP address and uses it
along with the port number to make a direct connection to the service.
//
// ServiceResolved
//
// Called by DNSServices core as a result of DNSService.Resolve()
// call
//
public void
ServiceResolved
(
DNSSDService sref,
DNSSDFlags flags,
uint ifIndex,
String fullName,
String hostName,
ushort port,
TXTRecord txtRecord
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)
{
m_resolver.Stop();
m_resolver = null;
//received the port number of the service
Port = port;
//
// Now query for the IP address associated with "hostName"
//
try
{
m_resolver = m_service.QueryRecord(0, ifIndex, hostName,
DNSSDRRType.kDNSSDType_A,
DNSSDRRClass.kDNSSDClass_IN, m_eventManager);
}
catch
{
MessageBox.Show("QueryRecord Failed", "Error");
Application.Exit();
}
}
/// <summary>
/// Clean up any resources being used.
/// </summary>
protected override void
Dispose(bool disposing)
{
if (disposing)
{
if (m_browser != null)
{
m_browser.Stop();
}
if (m_resolver != null)
{
m_resolver.Stop();
}
m_eventManager.ServiceFound -= new
_IDNSSDEvents_ServiceFoundEventHandler(this.ServiceFound);
m_eventManager.ServiceLost -= new
_IDNSSDEvents_ServiceLostEventHandler(this.ServiceLost);
m_eventManager.ServiceResolved -= new
_IDNSSDEvents_ServiceResolvedEventHandler(this.ServiceResolved);
m_eventManager.QueryRecordAnswered -= new
_IDNSSDEvents_QueryRecordAnsweredEventHandler(this.QueryAnswered);
m_eventManager.OperationFailed -= new
_IDNSSDEvents_OperationFailedEventHandler(this.OperationFailed);
_shutdown = true;
System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(500);
if (_client != null)
{
_client.Close();
}
}
base.Dispose(disposing);
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}
//Exit application when form is closed
private void Form1_FormClosed(object sender, FormClosedEventArgs e)
{
Application.Exit();
}
}
}

In the BonjourClient constructor, the following lines of code, setup callback methods for
the DNSDEventManager to call when the service is found.

m_eventManager = new DNSSDEventManager();
m_eventManager.ServiceFound += new
_IDNSSDEvents_ServiceFoundEventHandler(this.ServiceFound);
m_eventManager.ServiceLost += new
_IDNSSDEvents_ServiceLostEventHandler(this.ServiceLost);
m_eventManager.ServiceResolved += new
_IDNSSDEvents_ServiceResolvedEventHandler(this.ServiceResolved);
m_eventManager.QueryRecordAnswered += new
_IDNSSDEvents_QueryRecordAnsweredEventHandler(this.QueryAnswered);
m_eventManager.OperationFailed += new
_IDNSSDEvents_OperationFailedEventHandler(this.OperationFailed);

Next, the client browses the network for the service type _messageStreamer._tcp.
try
{
m_service = new Bonjour.DNSSDService();
m_browser = m_service.Browse(0, 0, "_messageStreamer._tcp", null,
m_eventManager);
}

If the service is found, the callback method, ServiceFound, listed above will be executed.
In this method, the client tries to resolve the service address by calling the method shown below.
m_resolver = m_service.Resolve(0, InterfaceIndex, Name, Type, Domain, m_eventManager);

If the call Bonjour is able to resolve the address the ServiceResolved callback method
will be called. The ServiceResolved callback method contains the host name of the machine
which is running the service instance that was specified in the Resolve method above. Using the
host name, the client calls the following method to obtain the IP address:
m_resolver = m_service.QueryRecord(0, ifIndex, hostName, DNSSDRRType.kDNSSDType_A,
DNSSDRRClass.kDNSSDClass_IN, m_eventManager);
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This will result in the QueryAnswered method being called which now contains the IP
address of the service. In the QueryAnswered method, the client connects to service using the IP
address and port number.
D. Conclusion
Apple’s Bonjour is a powerful technology, which allows for zero-configuration
networking. Client applications can automatically connect to devices or services as they are
discovered on the network. Although, Bonjour enabled services and devices may be discoverable
on a network, it does not necessarily mean that the client will be able to use them all. The client
still needs to know how to interact with the service/device. Each service or device has to provide
a specification on how clients can interact with it. It can become problematic if a group of similar
services each have their own specification. Clients could assume certain commands that may not
be valid for a particular service which will lead to an error. In order to address this, standards
need to be developed for services and devices with similar functionality. For example, Apple has
published a specification for printer vendors in order for them to create Bonjour compatible
printers that work with Mac OS X.
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CHAPTER IV

JINI LOOKUP DISCOVERY SERVICE (APACHE RIVER)

Apache River’s Jini is a network architecture technology that allows zero configurations
of network devices and services. Jini clients can easily search for these devices/services and
begin to use them. An example of this is a home owner connecting remotely to his home network
from his mobile device (client) and adjusting the thermostat (service) in order to save energy. In
this document we discuss the three main discovery protocols that allow a service and client to
locate a lookup service on the Jini network. A lookup service is an external application that runs
on the network and allows clients to query for specific services and obtain service object
instances in which it can invoke methods on. It also allows services to register on the network.
We discuss the operations of the lookup service in depth. Finally, we show code examples of a
Jini client and service and discuss some limitations of the technology.
A. Introduction
Jini technology is a network architecture that allows zero configurations of network
devices and services. It was originally developed by Sun Microsystems then later taken over by
Apache.
Jini allows services and resources to be shared on the network amongst connected users.
It differs from other zero configuration networking technologies in that the Java application
environment extends from one Java Virtual Machine (JVM) to the entire network of Jini-enabled
devices and/or services. This allows one client on the network to essentially execute code of a
service on a remote machine. Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI) library enables this
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distributed computing by allowing code and data to move from one machine to another. Jini
technology also provides mechanisms that allow services and/or devices to register and unregister
themselves on and from the network. Clients are provided the capability to discover and use
registered services. Jini is a Java based technology and requires other components in the Jini
system to produce complaint byte-codes for the Java programming language [9].
In this document we discuss two main components of Jini. First, discovery protocols
which enable a service to find a lookup service that it can register with on the Jini system as well
as allow clients to find lookup services in which they can query for registered services. Next, we
discuss the lookup service which is a main component of the Jini system. Services register with
the lookup service and clients query them for registered services. The lookup service matches
queries with registered services and returns the desired service item objects back to the client.
The client can then invoke methods on the service.
In order for a service to register with the Jini system, it must utilize the discovery and join
protocols. The discovery protocol allows the service to search for a lookup service to register
with. A lookup service serves as the major interface between services and its users. It maps
interfaces of services to the objects that implement them. Finally, the join protocol allows the
service to register with the lookup service. Once the service is registered, it can be found on the
network and resolved by the lookup service.
B. Discovery
In order for a service to become available on the network, it must register with a Jini
lookup service. The service runs on a JVM. All entities that make up the Jini system have an IP
address statically assigned to it, or it must obtain an IP address via DHCP.
For discovery of services in a Jini system, multicast UDP and unicast TCP are used. In
addition, Jini enables downloading code to remote parties connected on the network via a simple
HTTP server.
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Lookup services have one or more names associated with them. These names, which are
arbitrary strings, are called groups. They are recommended to be DNS-style names to prevent
name conflicts. A group allows entities in the Jini system to filter the type of services that they
are searching for on the network rather than specifying a URL of a lookup service to connect to.
If a group name is not specified the lookup service defaults to being a member of the public
group.
The Jini system utilizes three discovery protocols. The multicast request protocol is used
by entities that wish to discover lookup services in order to register themselves as a service on the
Jini system or clients that wish to discover a registered service. The multicast announcement
protocol is used by lookup services to announce their availability on the Jini system either for the
first time or after coming back up online from a network failure. The unicast discovery protocol
allows entities to communicate directly with a lookup service or with a registered service.
B.1 Multicast Request Protocol
A discovering entity that searches for a lookup service sets up a TCP server. It functions
as an instance of a multicast response server. Figure 4.1 shows lookup services acting as
instances of a multicast request server.

Figure 4.1 Discovering entity obtaining a reference to lookup services.
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The discovering entity requests a reference to a lookup server by providing the group
name(s) that it is interested in and also additional information for the request server to know how
to make a connection back to the response server. The request server associated with the lookup
server that belongs to the requested group(s) will then use the unicast discovery protocol to send
an instance of the lookup server implementation known as the
net.jini.core.lookup.ServiceRegistrar back to the discovering entity. Initially, when an entity first
starts up, it searches for lookup services using the multicast request protocol. However, after a
certain period of time, it switches to listen for multicast lookup announcements via the multicast
announcement protocol [10]. Table 4.1 shows the multicast request packet.

Value
Protocol version
Multicast response
port
ServiceID count
ServiceIDs
Group count
Requested groups

Table 4.1. Multicast Request Packet Contents Version 1.
Description
An integer indicating the version of the protocol. Either 1 or 2.
An integer TCP port number of the entity’s multicast response server.
An integer number of lookup services that the requesting entity has
heard back from.
The lookup service IDs that have responded back to the entity.
An integer number of group names that the requesting entity has
specified.
Requested group names.

B.2 Multicast Announcement Protocol
As part of the multicast announcement protocol, the lookup services announce
themselves at regular intervals on the network to listening entities. If the lookup service is a
member of a group, which an entity is looking for it will use the unicast discovery protocol to
contact the lookup service. Table 4.2 shows the multicast request packet. With version 2,
sequence numbers were added that allow entities to verify data integrity. Each time an
announcement is made with new data, the sequence number is increased. This way the
discovering entity will be able to know whether the information in the announcement is new or
replayed.
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Value
protocol version

Table 4.2. Multicast Announcement Packet Contents Version 1.
Description
An integer indicating the version of the protocol. Either 1 or 2.

unicast discovery host

Contains the host name or IP address that discovering entities should use
to connect to the lookup service.

unicast discovery port

Contains the port number that discovering entities should use to connect
to the lookup service.

lookup service ID

The service ID of the lookup service.

group count

Number of groups that the lookup service belongs to.

member groups

Name of groups to which the lookup service belongs.

B.3 Unicast Discovery Protocol
After an entity connects and sends request data to a lookup service, if the request data is
accepted, the service sends back a net.jini.core.lookup.ServiceRegistrar object. Entities can
connect to lookup services via discovery as was mentioned in the multicast request protocol
section or by using the services’ IP address and port number.
B.4 Join Protocol
When a service finds a lookup service that is a member of a group that it wants to
participate in, it will register with the lookup service using a specific service ID. The same
service ID must be used with all the services’ registrations if more than one exists. The service
ID must be persisted as well, in case the service goes down and then comes back up.
C. Lookup Service
The lookup service component allows services to register themselves on the network.
The services will receive a lease when they are registered with the lookup service after an entry is
made in the lookup service. As long as the services are available, they will periodically renew
their lease at regular intervals with the lookup service. This mechanism was put in place in case
the lookup service or device goes down because of failure or any other reason. The lookup
service would have the services re-register and start working again.
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Clients must obtain a service registrar object via discovery. The discovery is a network
level protocol which is used by Jini’s runtime infrastructure. Once the client obtains this object,
which is an implementation of the net.jini.core.lookup.ServiceRegistrar interface, they can now
interact with the lookup service.
Next, the client builds a ServiceTemplate, which is an instance of the
net.jini.core.lookup.ServiceTemplate. It passes this instance to a lookup method defined in the
ServiceRegistrar interface and in turn the lookup method sends the ServiceTemplate to the lookup
service. Once the lookup service receives the ServiceTemplate, it then will query and return all
service objects matching the criteria specified in the ServiceTemplate to the client.
Jini lookup works differently from RMI in that the client does not need to know the URL
of the server in order to connect. Rather, the client uses a Jini utility class such as the
ServiceDiscoveryManager to find a service. Below is code used by a Jini client to discover a
service.
Class [] classes=new Class[]{Translator.class};
ServiceTemplate tmpl=new ServiceTemplate(null,classes,null);
ServiceDiscoveryManager lmgr=new ServiceDiscoveryManager(null,null);
ServiceItem serviceItem =lmgr.lookup(tmpl,null);
Translator service=serviceItem.service;

The Translator.class is the service that the client is looking for. This is used to create a
new instance of a class which is then passed in to the constructor of the ServiceTemplate.
Then, the ServiceDiscoveryManager instance uses the ServiceTemplate instance in order
to do a lookup for the desired service. The lookup method returns a result which is of type
ServiceItem and the translator service is extracted from the result.
Jini does not require that the location of the service be specified. It is possible to specify the
location of the lookup service, but not the actual service. This makes Jini very powerful in that it
does not require any prior knowledge from the clients side other than the service template which
is used by the lookup service in order to return similar services that it finds.
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C.1 ServiceTemplate
The ServiceTemplate class in Jini is made up of three fields.
public Entry[] attributeSetTemplates;
public ServiceID serviceID;
public Class[] serviceTypes;

Item’s attributes in the lookup service are matched with the fields of the service template.
An item from the lookup service would return with a positive match if the serviceID of the
template matched that of the item’s serviceID, the item’s service had to be an instance of every
type of serviceTypes specified in the service template and finally the item’s attributeSets should
contain at least one entry for each of the service template’s entry in attributeSetTemplates. The
entry in the item’s attributeSets is considered a match with the template’s entry if it is of the same
class or if it is a subclass of the template’s entry object and that each non null field within the
template has to be matched with a corresponding field of the item’s entry.
Since the service template has an array of service types, the Jini client can specify
multiple services that it’s looking for. If it is looking for a specific service then it can specify the
serviceID field on the template.
C.2 Lookup Methods
The ServiceRegistrar has two overloaded lookup methods. One of the overloaded
methods has one parameter and the other has two parameters. Below is the function declaration
of the two-parameter method.
public ServiceMatches lookup(ServiceTemplate tmpl,
int maxMatches) throws java.rmi.RemoteException;

The method will return at most maxMatches number of services that matched the
ServiceTemplate. An array of maxMatches items are returned by the function call. This array
contains all the services that match the ServiceTemplate . The array will be null if maxMatches is
zero. If any of the returned item’s service object cannot be deserialized, that item’s service field
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will be set to null. The same is true with an attribute set. If it cannot be deserialized, then the
corresponding element in the attributeSets array is set to null.
Below is a definition of the ServiceMatches class:
public class ServiceMatches extends java.lang.Object
implements java.io.Serializable {
public ServiceItem[] items;
public int totalMatches;
}

Below is the definition of the ServiceItem class:
public class ServiceItem extends java.lang.Object
implements java.io.Serializable {
public Entry[] attributeSets;
public java.lang.Object service;
public ServiceID serviceID;
}

The number of service items that are returned by the lookup method contained in the
ServiceMatches object are less than or equal to the totalMatches. This is because maxMatches
could be set to a number which is less than the total number of services matched, so the number
of service item items returned would be equal to maxMatches, however, totalMatches will reflect
the total number of services that actually matched the service template.
Next, there is the one parameter lookup:
public Object lookup(ServiceTemplate tmpl)
throws java.rmi.RemoteException;

Here a service item object, which is of type ServiceItem.service that matches the service
template is returned. The object that is returned is arbitrary, so that if you have multiple matches,
there is no way to specify a specific match. If the service item object cannot be deserialized, then
an exception will be thrown. The benefit of this method is that it reduces the amount of data that
has to be downloaded since only a single object will be returned.
C.3 ServiceRegistrar
The ServiceRegistrar has browse methods, which help clients to browse services and
attributes in the lookup service. The following are the browse methods that it provides:
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getServiceTypes, getEntryClasses, getFieldValues
The getServiceTypes declaration is shown below:
public java.lang.Class[] getServiceTypes(ServiceTemplate tmpl,
java.lang.String prefix) throws java.rmi.RemoteException;

It takes two parameters, the first, which is a ServiceTemplate object and the second, a
string. The return value of the method is an array of the type, Class object. This method will
return service objects that match the service template. However, the objects that are returned, are
not equal to or a superclass of any of the types that are specified in the service template. The
object’s names also start with the string specified by the parameter prefix.
The getEntryClasses method has one parameter which takes a ServiceTemplate object.
The method’s return value is an array of Class objects, which are just service objects. The
declaration is shown below:
public java.lang.Class[] getEntryClasses(ServiceTemplate tmpl)
throws java.rmi.RemoteException;

This method uses all the service items that match the ServiceTemplate object. From
those items that match, it will look at every entry of each item and those that do not match any
entry templates or are a subclass of at least one matching entry template will be returned.

The getFieldValues method is shown below:
public java.lang.Object[] getFieldValues(ServiceTemplate tmpl,
int setIndex, java.lang.String field)
throws java.lang.NoSuchFieldException, java.rmi.RemoteException;

It has three parameters. They are a ServiceTemplate object, an integer value, and a
string. For the named field, the method takes all service items that match the specified template,
and among those service items, it returns those that match tmp1.attributeSetTemplates[setIndex].
These methods allow for queries which can be narrowed down while using the lookup
service. That is you start with a general query and from the results that are returned, subsequent
queries are made based on the previous results, which target a more specific service.
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The ServiceRegistrar also includes a notify method which is used to notify clients when a
new service is registered or unregistered with the lookup service. The method declaration is
shown below:
public EventRegistration notify(ServiceTemplate tmpl, int transitions,
RemoteEventListener listener, MarshalledObject handback, long
leaseDuration)
throws RemoteException;

The client will invoke the notify method using the ServiceTemplate instance, so that any
changes or additions of or to services which match the ServiceTemplate and have a state changed
described by the parameter, transitions will cause the ServiceRegistrar to raise an event to notify
the client.
The transitions parameter is bitwise and it can be any of the following values:
TRANSITION_MATCH_MATCH, TRANSITION_MATCH_NOMATCH, or
TRANSITION_NOMATCH_MATCH. The TRANSITION_MATCH_MATCH means that an
operation occurred and a particular service item matched the service template both before and
after the operation. The TRANSITION_MATCH_NOMATCH means that an operation occurred
which caused a particular service item that matched the service template beforehand to no longer
match. The TRANSITION_NOMATCH_MATCH integer is passed into the notify method when
the client wants to notify the lookup service that it should notify the client whenever a new
service is registered that matches the passed in service template.
C.4. Jini vs RMI
Jini is a lot more flexible than RMI when it comes to service registration. For RMI,
objects can be registered with name servers as part of the RMI registry. Next, clients can query
those servers for an object. The server then replies by sending the object across the network to
the client. Objects that are registered with the RMI Registry have to be associated to a unique
character string name in order to uniquely identify the RMI registry in which the objects are
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registered with. That is because the RMI registry is a name server. Therefore, the client needs to
specify this name when querying for an object from an RMI registry.
With Jini, however, services are registered using a service ID which is globally unique.
Clients can use a service ID along with a ServiceTemplate to lookup a service. The client can
also query for services using the types or type of the service object they are looking for, and
finally by exact matches of attributes or wildcards. For RMI, clients need to know the specific
server the object is registered with. But, with Jini, clients only need to know the type of the
object that they are looking for. As is evident, Jini, is much more powerful in that an entire
network can be searched for a service object with just one query of a client. With Jini, the lookup
method ensures that the client will know how to use the object that is returned. Jini’s service ID
differs from the RMI registry name in that it’s a 128 bit globally unique value used to identify a
service where RMI uses a character string which is unique only for the server in which the service
is registered.
With Jini, when a client specifies a type or types that they are querying for, the lookup
service uses the type and does a string comparison with the type names of all registered service
objects to find a match. The client will specify the type or types that are desired as an array of
references to Class instances that exist on the client virtual machine and pass that into the lookup
method. The lookup service will then use the type names specified in that array and do a name
comparison with all of its registered service objects. Any matches will be returned. The lookup
service does not try to compare any information within the objects. So, because of that fact, two
objects that are different could be returned because they contain the same name. The client has a
mechanism in place to handle these kinds of situations. When the object is sent back to the client,
the client deserializes it, and if there is a mismatch between the type of the returned service object
and the type that the client is expecting, an exception will be thrown. Java simplifies the job of
the lookup service in that only a name comparison is required when a trying to determine whether
two types match. This is because Java uses a global naming scheme which guarantees all fully
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qualified names are unique. Also, they provide binary compatibility which allows named types to
evolve without breaking software that uses older versions of the type. Finally, Java type names
are associated with an interface and semantic contract (referring to the way types are named).
Therefore, type names in Java can tell about the service that the type offers.
Jini’s service objects can have multiple names, which make them different from a
traditional name server. For example, an object can have both names: copier and printer and if a
client queries for either one of the names, the object will be returned.
Jini has limitations when it comes to specifying the client’s search criteria. Within the
ServiceTemplate, the attribute set fields, which are part of the attributeSetTemplates array, have
to match the service item’s corresponding fields in the attribute sets. That is unless, the template
field is set to null, and in which case that acts as a wildcard and everything will be considered a
match. So, the dilemma is that you either have to match all the attributeSetTemplates array fields
that you specify or you use a null template field and match everything. There are no other
choices in between. It may be the case that a client will want to specify a range of fields to
match. In practice, it has been the case many times, where a single query has returned multiple
services. Although, both the lookup service and the attribute schema try to only return a
minimum number of services that match the search criteria, it is seldom that only one service is
returned.
C.5 Proposed Enhancements
At the Jini Community Summit, limitations with the ServiceTemplate and
ServiceRegistrar were discussed. One suggested that a predicate be added to the search criteria.
An example of this suggestion is the following:

Field x is greater than 20 and field z is less than 100.
Depending on the predicate that is used, this could require the lookup service to execute
code. As in the example above, the lookup service would have to compare the values of field x
and z to the values specified in the search criteria. By requiring the lookup service to execute
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additional code for filtering results, this raises issues of performance and security. Performance
becomes an issue because now there is extra code to execute in order to locate the desired service.
Also, security becomes an issue because now the lookup service is relying on client code in order
to locate a service.
D. Examples
In this section, we provide examples of a Jini client and service. Keep in mind that in
order for them to work, we need to start up a lookup server on the same network in which the
client and service are running. The service that has been implemented displays currency
conversions for the dollar. Upon discovering the service a client can choose a specific currency
to see the dollar equivalent.
D.1 Jini Service
This application is a currency converter which initially sets up a listener for lookup
services. Once the lookup service(s) are discovered, it registers with them. The lookup service(s)
then handle queries from clients on behalf of the service.
import
import
import
import

java.io.*;
java.rmi.*;
java.rmi.server.*;
net.jini.discovery.*;

public class ServiceMain {
/**
* @param args
* @throws Exception
*/
public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception {
try
{
//this is needed for doing an RMI call
System.setSecurityManager(new RMISecurityManager());
//LookupDiscovery.ALL_GROUPS specifies to look for all reachable
lookup services.
LookupDiscovery reg = new
LookupDiscovery(LookupDiscovery.ALL_GROUPS);
//Creating an instance of our service implementation.
CurrencyConvertServiceImpl convertServiceImpl = new
CurrencyConvertServiceImpl();
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//creating a discovery listener instance and passing in the
service implementation
LookupServerListener lookupServerListener =
new LookupServerListener(convertServiceImpl);
//We are adding a discovery listener to a set of objects which
will listen for discovery events.
//That is if a lookup service is found, our listener will be
notified.
reg.addDiscoveryListener(lookupServerListener);
//The service will run as long as the user does not enter 9 to
exit.
System.out.println("Select 9 to exit");
int selection;
BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(new
InputStreamReader(System.in));
while(true)
{
String option = br.readLine();
selection = Integer.parseInt(option);
if(selection == 9)
{
break;
}
}
}
catch(Exception ex)
{
System.out.println(ex.toString());
}
}
}

The CurrencyConvertServiceImpl class is shown below. This contains the
implementation of the service.
import
import
import
import

java.io.*;
java.rmi.*;
java.rmi.server.*;
net.jini.discovery.*;

public class CurrencyConvertServiceImpl extends UnicastRemoteObject
implements
CurrencyConvertServiceProxy
{
public CurrencyConvertServiceImpl() throws RemoteException
{
}
public String convertDollarToTurkishLira(int i) throws RemoteException
{
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return new Double(i * 1.785).toString();
}
public String convertDollarToEuro(int i) throws RemoteException
{
return new Double(i * 0.76).toString();
}
public String convertDollarToRupee(int i) throws RemoteException
{
return new Double(i * 54.43).toString();
}
public String convertDollarToBritishPound(int i) throws RemoteException
{
return new Double(i * 0.62).toString();
}
public void convertDollars() throws RemoteException, IOError
{
boolean quit = false;
int idollars = 0;
int iselection;
String result;
try
{
BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(new
InputStreamReader(System.in));
while(true && !quit)
{
System.out.println("What currency would you like to covert
your dollars to?");
System.out.println("Select
System.out.println("Select
System.out.println("Select
System.out.println("Select
System.out.println("Select

1
2
3
4
9

for Turkish Lira");
for Euro");
for Rupee");
for British Pound");
to Exit");

String selection = br.readLine();
try
{
iselection = Integer.parseInt(selection);
if(iselection >= 1 && iselection <= 4)
{
System.out.println("Please enter the amount
of dollars to convert");
String dollars = br.readLine();
idollars = Integer.parseInt(dollars);
}
switch(iselection)
{
case 1:
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result =
convertDollarToTurkishLira(idollars);
System.out.println("You should get " +
result + " Liras.");
break;
case 2:
result =
convertDollarToEuro(idollars);
System.out.println("You should get " +
result + " Euros.");
break;
case 3:
result =
convertDollarToRupee(idollars);
System.out.println("You should get " +
result + " Rupees.");
break;
case 4:
result =
convertDollarToBritishPound(idollars);
System.out.println("You should get " +
result + " Pounds.");
break;
case 9:
quit = true;
break;
default:
System.out.println("Error: no such
option exists.");
break;
}
}
catch(NumberFormatException ex)
{
System.err.println("Error: a valid number was not
entered");
}
}
}
catch(Exception e)
{
System.err.println("Error:" + e.getMessage());
}
}

}

Next, the LookupServiceListener class is shown, which listens for lookup services and
registers a ServiceItem with each lookup service that is discovered.
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import
import
import
import

java.rmi.*;
java.util.*;
net.jini.discovery.*;
net.jini.core.lookup.*;

public class LookupServerListener implements DiscoveryListener {
private ServiceItem _item;
private Hashtable leases = new Hashtable();
private static int _leaseTime = 30 * 60 * 1000; //this is the lease time
(30 minutes) that we have with the lookup server
//Constructor
public LookupServerListener(Object object)
{
//the service item which we will register with the lookup service
if one is found.
_item = new ServiceItem(null, object, null);
}
//This method will be executed if a lookup service is found in which
case the service will now register with the lookup service.
public synchronized void discovered(DiscoveryEvent dEvent)
{
//Returns all instances of ServiceRegistrar. Each corresponds to
a proxy of one of the discovered lookup services.
ServiceRegistrar[] lookup = dEvent.getRegistrars();
for(int i = 0; i < lookup.length; i++)
{
//we have to check all discovered lookup servers and see
if we are already registered or not.
if(leases.containsKey(lookup[i]) == false)
{
try
{
//if we are not registered with this lookup
server then when we need to register
ServiceRegistration srvcRegistration =
lookup[i].register(_item, _leaseTime);
//lookup server will send back a service ID
that we need to assign if
//it is not already set.
if(_item.serviceID == null)
{
_item.serviceID =
srvcRegistration.getServiceID();
}
//Now we will save the registration
leases.put(lookup[i], srvcRegistration);
} catch(RemoteException ex)
{
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System.out.println("ServerListener Error: " +
ex);
}
}
}
}
//Call back when a lookup service is discarded. We remove the lookup
service from our list of leases.
public synchronized void discarded(DiscoveryEvent dEvent)
{
ServiceRegistrar[] srvcRegistrar = dEvent.getRegistrars();
for(int i = 0; i < srvcRegistrar.length; i++)
{
if(leases.containsKey(srvcRegistrar[i]) == true)
{
//remove the registration.
leases.remove(srvcRegistrar[i]);
}
}
}
}

The following two classes, CurrencyCovertService and CurrencyConvertServiceProxy,
allow a service to specify which method(s) can be invoked from non-local virtual machines. As
shown below, the only method that can be invoked is convertDollars.
import java.io.IOError;
import java.rmi.*;
public interface CurrencyConvertService
{
public void convertDollars() throws RemoteException, IOError;
}
import java.rmi.*;
public interface CurrencyConvertServiceProxy extends Remote,
CurrencyConvertService
{
}

D.2 Jini Client
The Jini client creates an instance of a listener passing in the ServiceTemplate that it is
querying for. All lookup services that have registered service item(s) that match the query will
return the service item(s) object to the client.
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import java.rmi.*;
import net.jini.discovery.*;
public class ClientMain {
public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception
{
System.setSecurityManager(new RMISecurityManager());
JiniClient jClient = new
JiniClient(CurrencyConvertService.class);
CurrencyConvertService cs =
(CurrencyConvertService)jClient.getObject();
//Now we can call methods on the service object.
cs.convertDollars();
}
}

The class below is the listener that the client uses to get back a service item object from
the lookup service(s).
import
import
import
import
import
import

java.io.*;
java.rmi.*;
java.util.*;
net.jini.discovery.*;
net.jini.core.lookup.*;
net.jini.core.entry.*;

public class JiniClient implements DiscoveryListener{
private static String[] publicGroup = new String[] {""};
private Vector returnObject = new Vector();
private LookupDiscovery reg;
private ServiceTemplate template;
public JiniClient(Class serviceInterface) throws IOException
{
this(publicGroup, serviceInterface, (Entry[])null);
}
public JiniClient(Class serviceInterface, Entry attribute) throws
IOException
{
this(publicGroup, serviceInterface, new Entry[] { attribute });
}
public JiniClient(Class serviceInterface, Entry[] attributes) throws
IOException
{
this(publicGroup, serviceInterface, attributes);
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}
//Constructor for our listener which takes ServiceTemplate attributes as
an argument in order to
//tell the lookup service which type of service it is looking for.
public JiniClient(String[] groups, Class serviceInterface, Entry[]
attributes) throws IOException
{
Class[] name = new Class[] { serviceInterface };
template = new ServiceTemplate(null, name, attributes);
reg = new LookupDiscovery(LookupDiscovery.ALL_GROUPS);
reg.addDiscoveryListener(this);
}

The discovered method listed below is called when a lookup service(s) is found that
belongs to a group specified by the client. The client then iterates through the found lookup
services’ instances and invokes the lookup method on each of them, passing in a ServiceTemplate
object to be used to query for service specific attributes. As soon as a service item object is found
that matches the query, the method notifies the main thread to obtain the service item object.
Now, the client can invoke methods on the service.
//call back method when a lookup service is found
public synchronized void discovered(DiscoveryEvent dEvent)
{
ServiceRegistrar[] lookup = dEvent.getRegistrars();
if(lookup == null || lookup.length == 0)
{
System.out.println("Could not find any lookup servers");
}
//Lookup the desired service in the lookup servers.
for(int i = 0; i < lookup.length; i++)
{
try
{
//found a match in this lookup server. Now we must
check to see if the
//elements are also the same, to make sure it is
exactly what we are looking for.
ServiceMatches items = lookup[i].lookup(template,
Integer.MAX_VALUE);
for(int j = 0; j < items.items.length; j++)
{
if(items.items[j].service != null)
{
//add every service that matches to a vector
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returnObject.addElement(items.items[j]);
}
}
notifyAll(); //this will notify the getObject when
st
it can grab all the services, registered with the 1 lookup
service in the lookup array, that match the ServiceTemplate
//For demo purposes we do not care about the other lookup
servers.
break;
}
catch(Exception ex)
{
System.out.println("ServiceFinder Error: " + ex);
}
}
}

The getObject method listed below is used by the client to get an instance of the service
item object that matches the client query. The client waits for the lookup service to find a service
item that matches the ServiceTemplate. When the service item is found, the client is notified to
stop waiting and retrieve the service item object.
//This method will get the service that we found in the discovered
method
public synchronized Object getObject()
{
while(returnObject.size() == 0)
{
try
{
wait();
}
catch(InterruptedException ex) {};
}
return ((ServiceItem)returnObject.elementAt(0)).service;
}
//This method will be called when there is an error using a service
object.
public synchronized void errored(Object obj)
{
if(obj != null && returnObject.size() != 0)
{
if(obj.equals((
(ServiceItem)returnObject.elementAt(0)).service))
{
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returnObject.removeElementAt(0);
}
}
}
//This is called when a lookup service is discarded.
public synchronized void discarded(DiscoveryEvent dEvent)
{
System.out.println("Discarded callback was called!");
}
}

Finally, the class below is used by the client as the ServiceTemplate indicating to the
lookup service the type of service it is querying for.
import java.io.IOError;
import java.io.Serializable;
import java.rmi.*;
public interface CurrencyConvertService extends Serializable
{
public void convertDollars() throws RemoteException, IOError;
}

E. Conclusion
Jini technology allows for automatic service discovery for clients. The two important Jini
components that allow clients to query and access available services and services to register on
the network are discovery protocols and the lookup service. The discovery protocols allow
clients to setup a multicast response server to handle responses from lookup server(s) after it
queries for them using a group name. The protocols also allow the lookup server(s) to setup a
multicast request server to handle queries from clients. For services, the discovery protocols
allow them to discover a lookup service in order to register with it. The lookup service makes
periodic availability announcements of itself on the network for interested clients and services.
Once clients find a desired lookup service, they can do a lookup for registered services using a
ServiceTemplate object. The lookup service attempts to match the attributes specified in the
ServiceTemplate object that was provided in the query with the attributes of the services that are
registered with it. When a match is found the lookup service will return the matching service
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item back to the client. Now, the client can invoke methods on the service. There is, however
some limitations when it comes to matching attributes. One problem is if a client wants to
specify attributes for a query, each attribute must match an attribute of a registered service for the
lookup service to return that service item. That means the client has to know details about the
service prior to using it. Another issue is that if the client provides an empty or null
ServiceTemplate in the query, all registered services will match and be returned by the lookup
service. This becomes a problem again because the client will not know which service to use.
Finally, one suggestion for improvement for the lookup service was to add a predicate to the
search criteria. This would essentially allow execution of client code on the lookup service which
could result in better service matching.
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CHAPTER V

UPNP

UPnP (Universal Plug and Play) is Microsoft’s zero configuration networking
technology. It allows for automatic discovery from a wide range of device categories from
multiple vendors. UPnP enabled devices can automatically connect to a network, obtain an IP
address and advertise its services to interested clients or learn about services that are available on
the network. UPnP utilizes technologies such as IP, TCP, UDP, HTTP and XML. It uses
common protocols instead of device drivers.
The UPnP architecture defines protocols, facilitating communication between clients and
devices/services. These protocols have been created according to a standard developed by the
UPnP Forum which is a group that was formed to allow for easy connectivity amongst standalone devices and PCs. They created a standard to describe device protocols and XML-based
device schemas to allow for device interoperability. The forum is made up of committees that
propose device standards and build example implementation along with associated test suites.
The protocols are divided into multiple elements which are discovery, description, control,
events, and presentation. These elements are essential in that they allow for plug and play
amongst UPnP complaint devices/services and clients. The UPnP architecture classifies devices
as controlled devices. The controlled device acts as a service in that it handles requests from
clients or control points.
Prior to devices and control points performing each of the protocol element steps, they
need to have a non-conflicting IP address assigned. UPnP has an addressing process defined by
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which all participating devices and control points can be assigned an IP address. This document
discusses addressing and then each protocol element in depth.
A. Addressing
Devices must have a DHCP client in order to get an IP address from a DHCP server
when they are connected to the network. Networks that contain a DHCP server are known as
managed and those without are called unmanaged networks. In an unmanaged network the
device must use Auto IP to assign itself an address from one of many reserved IP addresses.
Auto IP has two operations. If first determines if DHCP is unavailable and if so, then it chooses
an IP address from a set of link-local IP addresses.
Auto-IP on a device requests an IP address using DHCP. A DHCPDISCOVER message
is sent out, and then the DHCP client proceeds to listen for a DHCPOFFER message. The
amount of the time that the client waits for a response is implementation dependent. If a response
message comes back during the time specified, the device or control point must assign itself the
dynamic address. Otherwise, it will use Auto-IP for the assignment.
UPnP networks can support multiple physical or logical networks for more complex
configurations that deal with multiple non-overlapping addressing schemes. Devices/services and
control points in an UPnP network are known to be multi-homed if they are assigned multiple
addresses from different logical networks each on a different network interface.
A.1 Auto-IP
When an IP address is auto-configured using Auto-IP, the device or control point uses an
implementation dependent algorithm to choose an address from a range of addresses (169.254.1.0
to 169.254.254.255). The address chosen has to be tested to make sure that it is not assigned to
some other device or control point in the UPnP network. Depending on the implementation, if a
free address is not found, this process can continue until an unused address is found and assigned
to a device or control point.
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An address is tested by using the Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) probe. The probe is
an ARP request that is sent out using the device’s or control point’s MAC address as the sender
address and 0’s as the sender’s IP address. The device or control point then waits for either a
response or a probe from another device or control point for the same IP address. If it does get
back either of these messages, then it considers the address to be in use. It is recommended that a
probe be sent out four times at two-second intervals, in the case that no response is received to
make sure that the IP address is not used. Once the address is assigned, the device or control
point sends out two more ARPs that are two seconds apart. However, this time it is sent out with
the sender’s newly assigned IP address as opposed to 0’s. This is done so that other hosts on the
network can update their ARP cache entries.
Once an address is assigned to a device or control point it must handle address collisions.
It does this when a device or control point receives an ARP packet with its own IP address but a
different MAC address. The way that the device or control point handles this scenario is in one
of two ways. One is to reconfigure a new IP address for itself. The other is that it can broadcast
an ARP packet using its MAC and IP addresses as the source. . . This effectively tells the
initiator device or control point of the request that the address is already in use. However, if a
device or control point gets more than one ARP request for its IP address in 10 seconds, then it
must reconfigure a new address for itself. If a new address is configured, then the device or
control point must re-advertise with its new address.
Devices and control points that obtain their IP address via Auto-IP must check for a
DCHP server periodically. This is done by sending a DHCPDISCOVER message. The device or
control point then listens for a DHCPOFFER message to come back. If one comes back then the
dynamic address is assigned as the new address. The device or control point may release the auto
configured IP address or keep it to maintain connectivity. Once the new address is configured,
the device or control point must advertise on the new address.
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Devices can be found on the network by their address and by name as well. If a device
wants to be accessible by its name, it must ensure that the name is unique on the network or allow
the end user to be able to change the name. The host name must be provided to DHCP server and
registered with the DNS server. If a device wants to access another device by its DNS name, it
submits a DNS query to a pre-configured DNS server and then gets back a response with the IP
address.
B. Discovery
Once an address is assigned, control devices can advertise their services on the network.
Likewise, control points can make requests for devices. Both of these operations are
accomplished by a discovery message that contains device or service specific information.
The discovery message used by both controlled devices and control points contains
device or service specific information. This includes the type of message, a universal unique
identifier, a pointer to more detailed information, and parameters that indicate the state of the
device.
A device that is added to the network must advertise itself, all of its services, and
embedded devices by multicasting multiple discovery messages. Control points that are
interested will listen to the standard multicast address to get these notifications. If the device is
multi-homed, then it must multicast the discovery messages on all network interfaces while a
control point may listen to the standard multicast address on one of the network interfaces.
When a control point joins the UPnP network, it can search for a device or service by
sending a discovery message. Devices must listen to the standard multicast address for this
message. If the search criteria match any of the devices’ root devices, services, or embedded
devices, those devices must respond back to the control point. If the control point knows the
device IP address that it wants to connect to, then it can send a unicast discovery message directly
to it (only applicable for UPnP v1.1 enabled devices). Devices must listen to unicast M-
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SEARCH messages on port 1900 or the port number specified in the
SEARCHPORT.UPNP.ORG header field of the discovery message.
Version information is included in discovery messages and allows devices and control
points to maintain compatibility with each other.
B.1 Multi Homed Devices
When a multi-homed device connects to a new network interface, it has to increase the
BOOTID.UPNP.ORG field value. This value, known as the boot counter, is part of the discovery
message and notifies control points when a device has just joined for the first time or rejoined the
network. Once the value is updated, the device multicasts update messages to all existing
network interfaces that it is connected to, in order to announce the new value. Then again, it will
multicast discovery messages on all connected interfaces with the new value.
When a multi-homed device’s IP address changes, the device should announce that the
address is now no longer valid on the old IP address. Then, it must increase the
BOOTID.UPNP.ORG field value. After updating the value, it must multicast update messages
on all existing network interfaces with the new value. Finally, it multicasts a discovery messages
to new and existing interfaces.
If a multi-homed device will be unavailable to the network through any of the UPnP
interfaces, then before disconnecting, it should multicast discovery messages to announce its
unavailability only on the affected interfaces.
B.2 Message Forwarding
Devices and control points with non-AutoIP addresses have to send an IGMP (Internet
Group Management Protocol) join message to notify routers to forward discovery messages to
them. IGMP is a protocol that forwards multicast messages to adjacent routers. Prior to
forwarding, control points and devices must contact their routers to notify them of their interest in
receiving multicast messages. For UPnP enabled devices and control points, before a message
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packet can be forwarded, the message packet time to live (TTL) value must be at least 1 second to
traverse the router. This value is configurable.

B.3 Simple Service Discovery Protocol
SSDP (Simple Service Discovery Protocol) is an UPnP protocol, which allows for
devices to advertise and revoke their services and for control points to search for devices and get
back responses. The message is composed of a start line and a list of message header fields.
Figure 5.1, shows the possible start lines for the SSDP message. The message must include one

NOTIFY * HTTP/1.1\r\n
M-SEARCH * HTTP/1.1\r\n
HTTP/1.1 200 OK\r\n
Figure 5.1 The three possible SSDP message start lines.
of these lines. The message header field contains name-value pairs. The name is caseinsensitive. However, the value is case-sensitive. Below is an example of sample header data:

HOST: 239.255.255.250:1900 [14]
SSDP messages can be extended with additional fields in the header. In order to avoid having
similar names, vendors must use the following format for the header field name:

<fieldname>.<vendor domain name>
The following is an example:

CONFIGID.UPNP.ORG: 12
In the example, the field name is CONFIGID and the domain is UPNP.ORG. The
CONFIGID.UPNP.ORG represents the configuration number of the root device which can be
used by the control point to retrieve the set of descriptions for that device and its service(s).
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As of UPnP 1.1, devices must be identified by a UUID (universally unique identifier) which maps
down to a 128-bit number. In UPnP version 1.0, UUID is a string. The following is a sample
UPnP 1.1 UUID:

5dba1412-3135-1214-f555-077737b55dd2
Control points must be able to handle both types of UUIDs. Due to the requirement that the
UUID has to be unique it is recommended that the UUID be generated.
B.4 Advertisement
When a device joins the UPnP network it advertises all of its root devices, embedded
devices, and services to the standard multicast address and port 239.255.255.250:1900. Each
child device or service must have a discovery message multicast. This message contains details
about the child device or service and also the parent device. An advertisement expiration time is
also included in the message, which is used to automatically revoke an advertisement for the
associated device or service. That way if a child device or service goes down and it’s not able to
revoke its advertisement, the client or control point will behave as if it received an advertisement
revocation when the time expires. If the device or service is still running when the time expires,
they must resend a discovery message with an updated expiration time.
After a device joins the UPnP enabled network, it sends discovery messages for its root
and embedded devices as well as its services. These discovery messages contain the following
four components:
1. A Device Type.
2. Identifier for the advertisement.
3. URL containing more detailed information of the device.
4. The time for which the advertisement is valid.
It is recommended that devices make advertisements periodically when they are connected to the
UPnP network. The minimum interval period should be 30 minutes. The shorter period is for
devices (e.g., mobile devices) that will only be on the network for a short period of time and need
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to keep their device status current. Otherwise, it is recommended to set the period to be one day.
This reduces network traffic tremendously. However, it’s done at the expense of keeping the
device status current. Also, if a device has multiple advertisements to send for its embedded
devices, root devices, and/or services, it should send all the messages initially. Subsequent
advertisements should be spread over time in order to relieve unnecessary network traffic and the
possibility that a network glitch could occur causing all the advertisements be lost at once.
Devices must also take into consideration waiting a random time (recommended between 0 – 100
milliseconds) before sending advertisements. This is done to avoid all devices sending on the
same interval and flooding the network.
Since UDP is used, it is recommended that the device multicast the entire set of discovery
messages two to three times. There should be a few hundred milliseconds delay between the
multicasts. A discovery message is constraint to the size of a UDP packet. Therefore, depending
on the UDP implementation, the size may be limited to 512 bytes. Also, advertisements must be
re-sent prior to the expiration time that is specified in the CACHE-CONTROL header field of the
message, in case a previous advertisement has been lost.
For multi-homed devices, the messages mentioned above have to be sent on each of the
interfaces that the device is connected to. All the information that multicasts on each interface
would be the same except for the following header fields: HOST, CACHE-CONTROL, and
LOCATION. The HOST is the standard multicast address used on the specific interface. The
CACHE-CONTROL as mentioned before is the time that the advertisement will be valid. Finally,
the LOCATION specifies a URL in which the root device can be reached on the specific
interface.
Below is a sample multicast message when a device first joins an UPnP network.
NOTIFY * HTTP/1.1
HOST: 239.255.255.250:1900
CACHE-CONTROL: max-age = 1800
LOCATION: http://192.168.53.11:4444/UPnPDescriptionOfRootDevice.xml
NT: uuid:upnp-WANDevice-1_0-0060b7555555
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NTS: ssdp:alive
SERVER: Windows NT/5.0, UPnP/1.0, MyProduct/1.0
USN: uuid: upnp-WANDevice-1_0-0060b7555555
BOOTID.UPNP.ORG: 203
CONFIGID.UPNP.ORG: 343234
SEARCHPORT.UPNP.ORG: 5555

There is no body in this message. In the first line, NOTIFY * HTTP/1.1, is known as the request
line which indicates a method for notifications and events. The HOST line is the Internet
Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) reserved multicast address for SSDP messages. The fifth
line, NT, is known as the notification type. Figure 5.2 shows the different types of NT messages.
NTS is a required field, known as the notification subtype and its value must be “ssdp:alive”.
The server field has multiple tokens. The first token is the operating system of the device and its
version, then the next token is the UPnP version, and finally the last token is the product name
and version.

upnp:rootdevice
Sent once for root device.
uuid:device-UUID
Sent once for each device, root or embedded, where device-UUID is specified by the UPnP
vendor.
urn:schemas-upnp-org:device:deviceType:ver
Sent once for each device, root or embedded, where deviceType and ver are defined by UPnP
Forum working committee, and ver specifies the version of the device type.
urn:schemas-upnp-org:service:serviceType:ver
Sent once for each service where serviceType and ver are defined by UPnP Forum working
committee and ver specifies the version of the service type.
urn:domain-name:device:deviceType:ver
Sent once for each device, root or embedded, where domain-name is a Vendor Domain
Name, deviceType and ver are defined by the UPnP vendor, and ver specifies the version of
the device type.
urn:domain-name:service:serviceType:ver
Sent once for each service where domain-name is a Vendor Domain Name, serviceType and
ver are defined by UPnP vendor, and ver specifies the version of the service type.

Figure 5.2. Notification type messages[14].
The USN, also known as the Unique Service Name contains a unique instance of a device
or service. Figure 5.3, shows the different types of USN messages.
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uuid:device-UUID::upnp:rootdevice
Sent once for root device where device-UUID is specified by UPnP vendor.
uuid:device-UUID
Sent once for every device, root or embedded, where device-UUID is specified by the UPnP
vendor.
uuid:device-UUID::urn:schemas-upnp-org:device:deviceType:ver
Sent once for every device, root or embedded, where device-UUID is specified by the UPnP
vendor, deviceType and ver are defined by UPnP Forum working committee and ver specifies
version of the device type.
uuid:device-UUID::urn:schemas-upnp-org:service:serviceType:ver
Sent once for every service where device-UUID is specified by the UPnP vendor, serviceType
and ver are defined by UPnP Forum working committee and ver specifies version of the
device type.
uuid:device-UUID::urn:domain-name:device:deviceType:ver
Sent once for every device, root or embedded, where device-UUID, domain-name (a Vendor
Domain Name), deviceType and ver are defined by the UPnP vendor and ver specifies the
version of the device type.
uuid:device-UUID::urn:domain-name:service:serviceType:ver
Sent once for every service where device-UUID, domain-name (a Vendor Domain Name),
serviceType and ver are defined by the UPnP vendor and ver specifies the version of the
service type.

Figure 5.3. USN type messages[14].
B.5 SSDP:BYEBYE Message
Before devices or services are removed, they need to multicast a ssdp:byebye message.
Those devices and services that are not able to multicast the message will rely on the CACHECONTROL field value that went out with its previous discovery messages. When the field value
expires, so will the discovery messages. A device must send as many ssdp:byebye messages as
ssdp:alive messages. Below is a sample ssdp:byebye message.
NOTIFY * HTTP/1.1
HOST: 239.255.255.250:1900
NT: uuid:upnp-WANDevice-1_0-0060b7555555
NTS: ssdp:byebye
USN: uuid: upnp-WANDevice-1_0-0060b7555555
BOOTID.UPNP.ORG: 203
CONFIGID.UPNP.ORG: 343234

A control point assumes that a device and its child devices and services are no longer
available when it receives a ssdp:byebye message from the device. However, if the message is
not received, all contained devices and services for a given device must expire for the control
point to consider it unavailable. For a multi-homed device, a control point would only consider
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the device unavailable on the interface in which it receives a ssdp:byebye message from or in
which all the contained devices and services expire.
B.6 SSDP:UPDATE Message
A ssdp:update message is sent out whenever a change is made to the
BOOTID.UPNP.ORG field. This field changes whenever a device rejoins a network. This may
happen after being disconnected or for an existing multi-homed device when it is connected on a
new UPnP enabled interface. In addition, when a multi-homed device rejoins or is added to the
network on a specific interface, it will initially broadcast an update message for every root device,
embedded device, and service on the affected interface. Next, it will re-advertise all capabilities
on all interfaces using the new BOOTID.UPNP.ORG value.
NOTIFY * HTTP/1.1
HOST: 239.255.255.250:1900
LOCATION: http://192.168.53.11:4444/UPnPDescriptionOfRootDevice.xml
NT: uuid:upnp-WANDevice-1_0-0060b7555555
NTS: ssdp:update
USN: uuid: upnp-WANDevice-1_0-0060b7555555
BOOTID.UPNP.ORG: 204
CONFIGID.UPNP.ORG: 343234
NEXTBOOTID.UPNP.ORG: 205
SEARCHPORT.UPNP.ORG: 5555

Above is a sample ssdp:update message. Notice, the NEXTBOOTID.UPNP.ORG field value is
one more than the BOOTID.UPNP.ORG. This value tells the control point, what the next
BOOTID.UPNP.ORG value will be. If it does not receive the expected value on an ssdp:update
from a device, it must invalidate all stored data that it has and treat the device as new.
B.7 SEARCH
When a control point joins an UPnP enabled network, it multicasts a search message for a
device or service. The search message contains a pattern or target that matches either a device’s
or service’s type or identifier. The device or service that match the search criteria will unicast a
response message. The following is an example of a search method:
M-SEARCH * HTTP/1.1
HOST: 239.255.255.250:1900
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MAN: "ssdp:discover"
MX: 4
ST: ssdp:all
USER-AGENT: Windows NT/5.0, UPnP/1.0, MyService/1.0

In this message, MX, is the amount of time that the control point will wait for a response from a
device or service. ST, is the search target, and in the example above, ssdp:all searches all devices
and services on the UPnP network.
For a unicast search message, the only information that would change in the message
would be HOST field value. The value: 239.255.255.250:1900 would be replaced with
hostname:portNumber.
Control points have to send the search message more than once because of the
unreliability of UDP. Between each send, the control point waits at least MX time before sending
the message again. The devices or services that match the criteria will unicast a UDP response to
the control point’s host IP address and port number.
Devices will only send a UDP response to a control point if the ST header field of the MSEARCH request is “ssdp:all”, “upnp:rootdevice”, or “uuid:<UUID that matches the advertised
device>”. Also, if a device supports the service type or device type specified in the M-SEARCH
request, it will respond. Devices will not respond to search requests that do not include a MX
time value. Below is an example of a response message:
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
CACHE-CONTROL: max-age = 1800
DATE: Sun, 25 Oct 2012 08:12:31 GMT
EXT:
LOCATION: http://192.168.53.11:4444/UPnPDescriptionOfRootDevice.xml
SERVER: Windows NT/5.0, UPnP/1.0, MyProduct/1.0
ST: ssdp:all
USN: uuid: upnp-WANDevice-1_0-0060b7555555
BOOTID.UPNP.ORG: 203
CONFIGID.UPNP.ORG: 343234
SEARCHPORT.UPNP.ORG: 5555

The “DATE” field specifies when the response was generated and it follows the rfc1123-date
format [15].
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C. Description
After a device gets an address assigned to it and it is discovered on the network by a
control point, the next step is called description. This allows control points to control or send
commands to a device. After a control point receives a response from a device that matches its
search criteria, it sends a request for a description of the device, to get more details on how to
interact with it. The description for a device is made up of two parts. The first part describes the
physical and logical containers and the second part describes the device’s capabilities. The
device description includes vendor specific web sites, serial number, manufacturer name, and
model name. For each service, the description lists the service type, service name, and a URL for
control, eventing, and service description. If any of the descriptions change, then a device will
cancel its previous advertisements and re-advertise with the updated description. The control
point will know about the update by monitoring the CONFIGID.UPNP.ORG value.
The device description is written by the UPnP vendor and is in XML syntax. For the
control point to retrieve the device description, it must send a HTTP GET request on the URL
that it received from the device’s discovery message. Below is the device description message
[14]:
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<root xmlns="urn:schemas-upnp-org:device-1-0" configId="configuration number">
<specVersion>
<major>1</major>
<minor>1</minor>
</specVersion>
<device>
<deviceType>urn:schemas-upnp-org:device:deviceType:v</deviceType>
<friendlyName>short user-friendly title</friendlyName>
<manufacturer>manufacturer name</manufacturer>
<modelName>model name</modelName>
<UDN>uuid:UUID</UDN>
<UPC>Universal Product Code</UPC>
<iconList>
<icon>
<mimetype>image/format</mimetype>
<width>horizontal pixels</width>
<height>vertical pixels</height>
<depth>color depth</depth>
<url>URL to icon</url>
</icon>
<!-- XML to declare other icons, if any, go here -->
</iconList>
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<serviceList>
<service>
<serviceType>urn:schemas-upnp-org:service:serviceType:v</serviceType>
<serviceId>urn:upnp-org:serviceId:serviceID</serviceId>
<SCPDURL>URL to service description</SCPDURL>
<controlURL>URL for control</controlURL>
<eventSubURL>URL for eventing</eventSubURL>
</service>
<!-- Declarations for other services defined by a UPnP Forum working committee
(if any) go here -->
<!-- Declarations for other services added by UPnP vendor (if any) go here -->
</serviceList>
<deviceList>
<!-- Description of embedded devices defined by a UPnP Forum working committee
(if any) go here -->
<!--Description of embedded devices added by UPnP vendor (if any) go here -->
</deviceList>
</device>
</root>

Table 5.1 contains descriptions for the device description elements.

Element
<?xml>
<root>

<specVersion>
<major>
<minor>

<device>
<deviceType>

<friendlyName>
<manufacturer>
<modelName>
<UDN>

Table 5.1. Device description message elements.
Description
For XML documents.
Value must be urn:schemas-upnp-org:device-1-0 to reference
the UPnP Device Schema. The Attribute configId is the
configuration number to which the device description belongs.
The lowest version of the architecture on which the device can
be implemented.
Must be 1 for devices implemented on UPnP 1.1
Must be 1 for devices implemented on UPnP 1.1. Also control
points must be able to handle higher defined versions that the
one it was implemented on, since those devices will be
backwards compatible.
One tag listed for each device.
Standard devices have following format:
“urn:schemas-upnp-org:device:<deviceType>:<ver>”
<deviceType> - is standardized device type suffix
<ver> - integer version
Non-standard devices have the following format:
“urn:<domain-name>:device:<deviceType>:<ver>”
<domain-name> - vendor domain name
<deviceType> - device type suffix
<ver> - integer version.
Short description for end user.
Manufacturer name.
Model name.
Unique device name.
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Element
<iconList>
<icon>
<mimetype>
<width>
<height>
<depth>
<url>
<serviceList>
<service>
<serviceType>
<serviceId>
<SCPDURL>
<controlURL>
<eventSubURL>
<deviceList>
<device>

Table 5.1 (continued)
Description
If device has one or more icons.
Used to depict device in control point UI.
Icon’s MIME type.
Horizontal dimension of icon.
Vertical dimension of icon.
Number of color bits per pixel.
Pointer to icon image.
Optional. Lists all services.
Optional. Listed for each service.
UPnP service type.
Service Identifier. Must be unique within the
device description that it is listed in.
URL for the service description.
URL for control.
URL for eventing.
If embedded devices exist.
One for each embedded device.

The device description is an instantiation of an UPnP device template, which is a way for
the UPnP forum committee to standardize devices. For example, there can be a device template
for a printer and then a device description would be a vendor specific printer such as HP.
The service description is also written by the UPnP vendor and is in XML. It contains a
list of supported service commands and for each command the associated parameters. The
description also contains variables that model the service’s state at runtime. A service description
is retrieved in the same way as a device description using a HTTP GET request. Below is the
service description message [14]:
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<scpd xmlns="urn:schemas-upnp-org:service-1-0" xmlns:dt1="urn:domain-name:moredatatypes"
<!-- Declarations for other namespaces added by UPnP Forum working committee (if any)
go here -->
<!-- The value of the attribute must remain as defined by the UPnP Forum working
committee. -->
xmlns:dt2="urn:domain-name:vendor-datatypes"
<!-- Declarations for other namespaces added by UPnP vendor (if any) go here -->
<!-- Vendors must change the URN’s domain-name to a Vendor Domain Name -->
<!-Vendors must change vendor-datatypes to reference a vendor-defined namespace -->
configId="configuration number">
<specVersion>
<major>1</major>
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<minor>1</minor>
</specVersion>
<actionList>
<action>
<name>actionName</name>
<argumentList>
<argument>
<name>argumentNameIn1</name>
<direction>in</direction>
<relatedStateVariable>stateVariableName</relatedStateVariable>
</argument>
<!-- Declarations for other IN arguments defined by UPnP Forum working
Committee (if any) go here -->
<argument>
<name>argumentNameOut1</name>
<direction>out</direction>
<retval/>
<relatedStateVariable>stateVariableName</relatedStateVariable>
</argument>
<argument>
<name>argumentNameOut2</name>
<direction>out</direction>
<relatedStateVariable>stateVariableName</relatedStateVariable>
</argument>
<!-- Declarations for other OUT arguments defined by UPnP Forum working
committee (if any) go here -->
</argumentList>
</action>
<!-- Declarations for other actions defined by UPnP Forum working committee
(if any)go here -->
</actionList>
<serviceStateTable>
<stateVariable sendEvents="yes"|"no" multicast="yes"|"no">
<name>variableName</name>
<dataType>basic data type</dataType>
<defaultValue>default value</defaultValue>
<allowedValueRange>
<minimum>minimum value</minimum>
<maximum>maximum value</maximum>
<step>increment value</step>
</allowedValueRange>
</stateVariable>
<stateVariable sendEvents ="yes"|"no" multicast="yes"|"no">
<name>variableName</name>
<dataType>string</dataType>
<defaultValue>default value</defaultValue>
<allowedValueList>
<allowedValue>enumerated value</allowedValue>
<!-- Other allowed values defined by UPnP Forum working committee(if any)
go here -->
<!-- Other allowed values defined by vendor (if any) go here -->
</allowedValueList>
</stateVariable>
<stateVariable sendEvents="yes"|"no" multicast="yes"|"no">
<name>variableName</name>
<dataType>string</dataType>
<defaultValue>default value</defaultValue>
</stateVariable>
<!-- Declarations for other state variables defined by UPnP Forum working
committee(if any) go here -->
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<!--Declarations for other state variables added by UPnP vendor (if any) go
here -->
</serviceStateTable
</scpd>

Table 5.2 contains descriptions for the service description elements.
Table 5.2. Service description message elements.
Element
Description
<?xml>
For XML documents.
<scpd>
Value must be urn:schemas-upnp-org:service-1-0 to reference
the UPnP Service Schema. The Attribute configId is the
configuration number to which the service description
belongs.
<specVersion>
The lowest version of the architecture on which the service
can be implemented.
<major>
Must be 1 for services implemented on UPnP 1.1
<minor>
Must be 1 for services implemented on UPnP 1.1. Also
control points must be able to handle higher defined versions
that the one it was implemented on, since those services will
be backwards compatible.
<actionList>
This has to be present only if there are one or more actions.
<action>
This has to be present for each service action.
<name>
Name of action.
<argumentList>
This has to be present only if there are one or more
parameters for the associated action.
<argument>
This has to be present for each action parameter.
<name>
Name of action parameter.
<direction>
Defines if the parameter is an input or output. Value can
either be “in” or “out”.
<retval>
Optional. Identifies an argument as the return value.
<relatedStateVariable>
Name of a state variable.
<serviceStateTable>
Service must have at least one state variable.
<stateVariable>
Tag has to be present for each state variable.
<stateVariable> attribute –
Optional. Determines whether an event will be generated
sendEvents
when the value of the state changes. Value can either be “no”
or “yes”.
<stateVariable> attribute –
Optional. Determines if the events will be multicast. Value
multicast
can either be “no” or “yes”. If the value is “yes” then the
event is unicast and multicast. Otherwise, it is just unicast.
<name>
State variable name.
<dataType>
Data type of the state variable. Can be any of the following:
number, float, char, string, date, time, Boolean, etc.
<default value>
Optional. The default value of the static variable.
<allowedValueList>
Optional. Only applicable if <dataType> is a string. This is
the list of possible string values allowed.
<allowedValue>
Name of the allowed value. Must be a string.
<allowedValueRange>
Optional. Boundaries for numerical values.
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Element
<minimum>
<maximum>
<step>

Table 5.2 (continued)
Description
Minimum of allowed range.
Maximum of allowed range.
Optional. The value that is allowed between
<minimum> and <maximum>. Has to be an
increment of the <step> value.

A service description is an instantiation of an UPnP service template, which defines the
overall type of service. The service description will have additional vendor specific information.
Both service and device templates are described using XML schemas. An xml schema
describes the structure of an XML document. Any extended data type must include or reference
the schema which describes it.
Once a control point has received the device description to retrieve the service
description, it sends a HTTP get request to the URL specified in the device description. The
device will send the service description in the body of the HTTP response. Below is the GET
message that a control point uses to retrieve a service description [14].
GET /descriptionPath HTTP/1.1
HOST: hostname:portNumber
ACCEPT-LANGUAGE: language preferred by control point

The device must send back the description within 30 seconds of receiving the request,
otherwise the control point will send out another request.
D. Control
After a control point receives a service description from a device, it can then invoke
actions on the device and query for values. The actions that are invoked on a service work like a
remote procedure call. The control point sends a control message to invoke a specific action on
the service. When the action is completed, the result or an error will be sent back to the control
point. The destination URL for the control message is obtained from the controlURL sub element
defined under the service tag of the device description. Below is the action request message [14].
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POST path control URL HTTP/1.0
HOST: hostname:portNumber
CONTENT-LENGTH: bytes in body
CONTENT-TYPE: text/xml; charset="utf-8"
USER-AGENT: OS/version UPnP/1.1 product/version
SOAPACTION: "urn:schemas-upnp-org:service:serviceType:v#actionName"
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<s:Envelope xmlns:s=http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/
s:encodingStyle="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/">
<s:Body>
<u:actionName xmlns:u="urn:schemas-upnp-org:service:serviceType:v">
<argumentName>in arg value</argumentName>
<!-- other in args and their values go here, if any -->
</u:actionName>
</s:Body>
</s:Envelope>

Table 5.3 contains descriptions for the action request elements.

Element
POST path control URL
HTTP/1.0
HOST
CONTENT-LENGTH
CONTENT-TYPE
USER-AGENT
SOAPACTION
<Envelope>

<Body>
<actionName>
<argumentName>

Table 5.3. Action request message elements.
Description
Method defined by HTTP. The path control URL is the fully
qualified URL of the service. HTTP/1.0 – The HTTP version
that the control point supports.
Contains domain name or IP address and port number of the
service.
Specifies the length of the body in bytes.
Must be text/xml; charset="utf-8”
Optional field. Contains OS version, the UPnP version, and the
product name and version of the control point.
Contains the service type, hash mark, and the name of the action
to be invoked.
Element defined by SOAP. It must include
xmlns:s="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"
s:encodingStyle="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"
Element defined by SOAP. The action’s body.
The name of the action to invoke.
Argument value if the action takes an argument.

After the action is completed, a response message is sent back to the control point. The message
is shown below [14].
HTTP/1.0 200 OK
CONTENT-TYPE: text/xml; charset="utf-8"
DATE: when response was generated
SERVER: OS/version UPnP/1.1 product/version
CONTENT-LENGTH: bytes in body
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<s:Envelope xmlns:s="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"
s:encodingStyle="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/">
<s:Body>
<u:actionNameResponse xmlns:u="urn:schemas-upnp-org:service:serviceType:v">
<argumentName>out arg value</argumentName>
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<!-- other out args and their values go here, if any -->
</u:actionNameResponse>
</s:Body>
</s:Envelope>

Table 5.4 contains descriptions for the response message elements.

Element
HTTP/1.0 200 OK

DATE
SERVER
<Envelope>

<Body>
<actionNameResponse>
<argumentName>

Table 5.4. Response message elements.
Description
The highest version of HTTP supported by the service that is
also compatible with the control point. The 200 OK is a status
indicating that there were no HTTP errors detected.
Optional field. When the response was generated.
Contains OS version, the UPnP version, and the product name
and version of the service.
Element defined by SOAP. It must include
xmlns:s="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"
s:encodingStyle="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"
Element defined by SOAP. The action’s body.
Contains service type name and version.
If the action has an out argument it contains its value.

When an action cannot be invoked, an error message is sent to the control message. Below is the
error message [14]:
HTTP/1.0 500 Internal Server Error
CONTENT-TYPE: text/xml; charset="utf-8"
DATE: when response was generated
SERVER: OS/version UPnP/1.1 product/version
CONTENT-LENGTH: bytes in body
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<s:Envelope
xmlns:s="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"
s:encodingStyle="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/">
<s:Body>
<s:Fault>
<faultcode>s:Client</faultcode>
<faultstring>UPnPError</faultstring>
<detail>
<UPnPError xmlns="urn:schemas-upnp-org:control-1-0">
<errorCode>error code</errorCode>
<errorDescription>error string</errorDescription>
</UPnPError>
</detail>
</s:Fault>
</s:Body>
</s:Envelope>
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Table 5.5 contains descriptions for the error message elements.
Table 5.5. Error message elements.
Element
Description
HTTP/1.0 500 Internal Server
HTTP status indicating that an error has been encountered.
Error
<Fault>
Element defined by SOAP. Indicates an error was encountered
while invoking an action.
<faultcode>
Element defined by SOAP. Must be set to “Client”
<faultstring>
Element defined by SOAP. Must be set to “UPnPError”
<detail>
Element defined by SOAP. Contains more detail about the
error in its sub elements.
<UPnPError>
Specifies that this is an UPnP error.
<errorCode>
The UPnP defined action error code.
<errorDescription>
Short description of the error.
E. Eventing
Eventing is where control points monitor state changes of services. In the service
description, there is a list of variables, which model the state of a service at run time. If a state
variable is evented, the service will publish an update to all interested control points or other
controlled devices. The services can either unicast a message to a subscribed control point, or
they can multicast a message to all interested control points and/or controlled devices.
A control point has to send a subscription message to a service in order for it to get
updates, whenever a state variable changes. After the service receives the message, it will send a
message to the control point that contains the duration, in which the subscription will be valid. It
then becomes the responsibility of the control point to know when it should renew its
subscription. When a control point no longer needs updates it sends a cancellation message.
The first time a control point subscribes, it receives an initial event message which
contains all the state variables along with their current values. This allows the control point to
build its own state model. If any state variable changes on the service, an event message will be
sent to notify all subscribers. Control points will be notified of changes of any state variable.
There are no mechanisms in place to subscribe to just a subset of variables. State variables can
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change for multiple reasons and this could include any control point invoking an action on the
service.
A device contains an event URL for each service in the device description. The URL is
contained in the eventSubURL of the device description. The control point will use this URL to
subscribe to events on the particular service. Below is the subscription message that is sent [14]:
SUBSCRIBE publisher path HTTP/1.1
HOST: publisher host:publisher port
USER-AGENT: OS/version UPnP/1.1 product/version
CALLBACK: <delivery URL>
NT: upnp:event
TIMEOUT: Second-requested subscription duration

Table 5.6 contains descriptions for the subscription message elements.

Element
SUBSCRIBE publish path
HTTP/1.1

HOST
CALLBACK
NT
TIMEOUT

Table 5.6. Subscription message elements
Description
Used to subscribe or renew a subscription. Publisher path is
the URL of the event subscription (retrieved from the device
description – eventSubURL). HTTP/1.1 indicates the version
of HTTP that the control point supports.
Contains the hostname/IP address and port of the publisher.
Contains the URL of the subscriber of where events should be
sent.
Notification type and must be “upnp:event”.
Optional. Requested duration that the subscription should be
valid.

After the service accepts the subscription message, it will generate a unique subscription
ID and duration. It will send these values in an initial message within 30 seconds of the control
point sending its initial subscription message. The reason for the time constraint is because the
control point has no way of knowing if the service has received the message. If it does not get a
response back in 30 seconds, it will send the subscription again. Below is the response message
that is sent by the service:
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
DATE: when response was generated
SERVER: OS/version UPnP/1.1 product/version
SID: uuid:subscription-UUID
CONTENT-LENGTH: 0
TIMEOUT: Second-actual subscription duration
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Table 5.7 contains descriptions for the subscription response message elements.

Element
SID
TIMEOUT

Table 5.7. Subscription response message elements
Description
The unique subscription ID
The time in seconds that the subscription will be valid.

In order for the control point to send a renewal message, it has to provide the unique
subscription ID that it received in the service’s response message, and it may also provide an
optional duration. Below is the renewal message [14]:
SUBSCRIBE publisher path HTTP/1.1
HOST: publisher host:publisher port
SID: uuid:subscription UUID
TIMEOUT: Second-requested subscription duration

When the service accepts the renewal message, it will send the same response shown above. If a
control point no longer wants to receive event messages, it sends a cancelation message to the
service’s event subscription URL. Below is the unsubscribe message:
UNSUBSCRIBE publisher path HTTP/1.1
HOST: publisher host:publisher port
SID: uuid:subscription UUID

The only information that is different in this message is the UNSUBSCRIBE method which
notifies the service to cancel the subscription for the SID. The service must respond with the
following message:
HTTP/1.1 200 OK

If the response is not sent within 30 seconds from the time the request was first sent out by the
control point, the cancellation message will be retransmitted.
A service may also multicast an event message. Multicast event message is different
from unicasting. There is no response message sent out, when a control point sends a subscription
request. Also, a multicast event message must be transported in a single UDP payload. If the
size of the state variables exceeds that of the UDP max payload size, multiple events must be sent
out. Another difference between unicasting and multicasting of event messages is that when
unicasting, a service keeps track of an event key for each subscription, while with multicasting
the service only has one key for all subscribers. With unicasting, the event key is used for the
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subscribers to know if they have missed an event message. The event key is incremented each
time it is sent out. If the event key from a message received is not one greater than the previous
event key received then the subscriber knows that it missed a message and will have to
unsubscribe and then re-subscribe to sync up its model of state variables. With multicasting the
service has to take into account that some subscribers may miss a message. So, it will retransmit
the same message multiple times. Subscribers can monitor the event key value in the message to
know if the message is a new one or if it is a retransmitted message. Below is a unicast event
message [14]:
NOTIFY delivery path HTTP/1.0
HOST: delivery host:delivery port
CONTENT-TYPE: text/xml; charset="utf-8"
NT: upnp:event
NTS: upnp:propchange
SID: uuid:subscription-UUID
SEQ: event key
CONTENT-LENGTH: bytes in body
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<e:propertyset xmlns:e="urn:schemas-upnp-org:event-1-0">
<e:property>
<variableName>new value</variableName>
</e:property>
Other variable names and values (if any) go here.
</e:propertyset>

The control point will then respond with the following message:
HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Below is a multicast event message [14].
NOTIFY * HTTP/1.0
HOST: 239.255.255.246:7900 *** note the port number is different than SSDP ***
CONTENT-TYPE: text/xml; charset="utf-8"
USN: Unique Service Name for the publisher
SVCID: ServiceID from SCPD
NT: upnp:event
NTS: upnp:propchange
SEQ: monotonically increasing sequence count
LVL: event importance
BOOTID.UPNP.ORG: number increased each time device sends an initial announce or update
message
CONTENT-LENGTH: bytes in body
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<e:propertyset xmlns:e="urn:schemas-upnp-org:event-1-0">
<e:property>
<variableName>new value</variableName>
</e:property>
<!-- Other variable names and values (if any) go here. -->
</e:propertyset>
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F. Presentation
Presentation is the last step. It occurs only if a device has a URL for presentation which
is defined in the presentationURL element in the device description. The control retrieves the
page that is pointed to by the URL and loads it into a browser. Depending on the capabilities that
the device provides, the control point may be able to control the device from the browser page
and/or view the device status.
G. Examples
In this section, we provide examples of an UPnP service and a client written in C#. The
UPnP service is a mock thermostat which allows UPnP clients to connect and get the current
temperature reading as well as increase and decrease the temperature. The service uses the open
source OpenHome.NET framework for handling service registration and announcement, and
event handling. The client uses the open source ManagedUPnP framework which allows the
client to query for a service, retrieve a service, and execute actions on a service.
G.1 UPnP Service
The example application is called TemperatureService. It provides thermostat services
such as GetTemperature which retrieves the current temperature, IncreaseTemperature, and
DecreaseTemperature.
Program.cs:
using
using
using
using
using

System;
System.Collections.Generic;
System.Linq;
System.Text;
UPNPLib;

namespace UPNPService
{
class Program
{

The main method below creates a new instance of the thermostat service and then starts it
up in order for clients to be able to discover and use it.
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static void Main(string[] args)
{
//Creates a new instance of the service.
using (IUPnPServiceHost host = new UPnPServiceHost())
{
try
{
Console.WriteLine("Attempting to start the service");
//Starts the service
host.start();
Console.WriteLine("Started the service");
Console.WriteLine("Press enter to exit");
Console.ReadLine();
}
catch (Exception ex)
{
Console.WriteLine("Got the following excecption: {0}",
ex.ToString());
}
}
}
}
}

UPnPServiceHost.cs:
using
using
using
using
using
using
using

System;
System.Collections.Generic;
System.Linq;
System.Text;
ManagedUPnP;
OpenHome.Net.Device;
OpenHome.Net.Core;

namespace UPNPService
{
public class UPnPServiceHost : IUPnPServiceHost
{
private DvDevice m_device = null;
private Library m_library = null;
private DvProviderThermostat m_provider = null;

In the thermostat service constructor below, called UPnPServiceHost, the attributes for
the service are set. For example, the device type is set to urn:upnp-org:device:Thermostat:1.
This attributes are used by the client to get general information on the discovered service.
//Creating a new service and setting all the attributes of the service for the
XML device description
public UPnPServiceHost()
{
InitParams initParams = new InitParams(); //{UseLoopbackNetworkAdapter =
true};
m_library = Library.Create(initParams);
m_library.StartDv();
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m_device = new DvDeviceStandard(Guid.NewGuid().ToString());
m_device.SetAttribute("Upnp.Domain", "uah.edu");
m_device.SetAttribute("Upnp.Type", "Thermostat");
m_device.SetAttribute("Upnp.Version", "1");
m_device.SetAttribute("Upnp.FriendlyName", "Temperature Controller");
m_device.SetAttribute("Upnp.DeviceType", "urn:upnporg:device:Thermostat:1");
m_device.SetAttribute("Upnp.Manufacturer", "Thermostat Manufacturer");
m_device.SetAttribute("Upnp.ManufacturerUrl", "http://www.uah.edu");
m_device.SetAttribute("Upnp.ModelName", "Thermostat 5AX");
m_device.SetAttribute("Upnp.ModelNumber", "0.1");
m_device.SetAttribute("Upnp.ModelDescription", "Thermostat Controller
Device");
m_device.SetAttribute("Upnp.ModelUrl", "http://www.uah.edu/thermostatcontroller-dev");
m_device.SetAttribute("Upnp.SerialNumber", "ABASD23838");
m_device.SetAttribute("Upnp.Upc", "32832saskj38");
}

Below is the start method which creates an instance of the thermostat service and enables
methods that a client can execute on it. The stop, Dispose, and OnStoppedRunning methods
contains operations that stop the service, disable the service methods, and dispose of the service
instance objects in memory.
//Method to starts the service.
public void start()
{
m_provider = new DvProviderThermostatImplementation(m_device);
try
{
m_device.SetEnabled();
}
catch (Exception ex)
{
Console.WriteLine("Error occured: {0}", ex.ToString());
}
}
//Method to stop the service
public void stop()
{
Dispose();
}
//Disposes of the service
public void Dispose()
{
if (m_device != null)
{
m_device.SetDisabled(OnStoppedRunning);
}
}
//Callback when the serivce stops running.
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Disposes of the service objects.

public void OnStoppedRunning()
{
if (m_provider != null)
{
m_provider.Dispose();
}
if (m_library != null)
{
m_library.Dispose();
}
Console.WriteLine("The device has stopped running");
}
}
}

DvProviderThermostatImplementation.cs:
using
using
using
using
using
using
using

System;
System.Collections.Generic;
System.Linq;
System.Text;
OpenHome.Net.Device;
OpenHome.Net.Core;
OpenHome.Net.ControlPoint;

namespace UPNPService
{
public class DvProviderThermostatImplementation : DvProviderThermostat
{

In the DvProviderThermostatImplemenation constructor below, the service methods are
enabled on the base class, DvProviderThermostat, so that they can be executed by clients. The
methods that are available for execution on the service are GetTemperature,
IncreaseTemperature, and DecreaseTemperature.
//The service implementation.
DvProviderThermostat

All functionality is in the base class

//The constructor passes in the device object containing all the XML device
attributes.
public DvProviderThermostatImplementation(DvDevice device) :
base(device)
{
//The actions that we are enabling on this service.
EnableActionGetTemperature();
EnableActionIncreaseTemperature();
EnableActionDecreaseTemperature();
}
}
}
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DvProviderThermostat.cs:
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using

System;
System.Collections.Generic;
System.Linq;
System.Text;
System.Runtime.InteropServices;
OpenHome.Net.Device;
OpenHome.Net.Core;
OpenHome.Net.ControlPoint;

namespace UPNPService
{
public class DvProviderThermostat : DvProvider
{
//This is an action delegate which calls back the method that obtains the
current temperature reading
private ActionDelegate iDelegateGetTemperature;
//This is an action delegate which calls back the method that increases the
temperature
private ActionDelegate iDelegateIncreaseTemperature;
//This is an action delegate which calls back the method that decreases the
temperature
private ActionDelegate iDelegateDecreaseTemperature;
private GCHandle gch;
//Set the starting temmperature to 75 degrees
private uint _temperature = 75;
//Different enumerated action types.
private enum ActionType { GETTEMP, INCREASETEMP, DECREASETEMP};
//Thermostat constructor
public DvProviderThermostat(DvDevice device)
: base(device, "uah.edu", "TemperatureService", 1)
{
//Used to access a managed object from unmanaged memory
//Prevents the managed object from being garbage collected
gch = GCHandle.Alloc(this);
}
//Method used to enable the get temperature action on the service

In the EnableActionGetTemperature method below, a new action is created called
“GetTemperature”. This will appear to the client as one of the possible actions to execute on the
service. Next, the action’s output parameter is specified to indicate to the client that a value will
be returned following execution of the action. On the following line, a callback method is
specified to handle execution of the action. Finally, the action is enabled on the service.
protected void EnableActionGetTemperature()
{
//Creating a new action to get the temperature
OpenHome.Net.Core.Action action = new
OpenHome.Net.Core.Action("GetTemperature");
//Adding one output parameter - Temperature (unsigned int)
action.AddOutputParameter(new ParameterUint("Temperature"));
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//Setting the delegate callback function
iDelegateGetTemperature = DoGetTemperature;
//Using the OpenHome framework - enable the GetTemperature action and provide
it with the callback method to execute.
EnableAction(action, iDelegateGetTemperature, GCHandle.ToIntPtr(gch));
}

In the EnableActionIncreaseTemperature method below, similar to the previous method,
a new action is created called “IncreaseTemperature”. The action’s output parameter is called
“Temperature” and is an unsigned integer. On the following line, a callback method, called
“DoIncreaseTemperature” is specified to handle execution of the action. Finally, the action is
enabled on the service. The same logic is true for the EnabledActionDecreaseTemperature
method which follows.
//Method used to enable the increase temperature action on the service
protected void EnableActionIncreaseTemperature()
{
//Creating a new action to increase the temperature
OpenHome.Net.Core.Action action = new
OpenHome.Net.Core.Action("IncreaseTemperature");
//Adding one output parameter - Temperature (unsigned int)
action.AddOutputParameter(new ParameterUint("Temperature"));
//Setting the delegate callback function
iDelegateIncreaseTemperature = DoIncreaseTemperature;
//Using the OpenHome framework - enable the IncreaseTemperature action and
provide it with the callback method to execute.
EnableAction(action, iDelegateIncreaseTemperature, GCHandle.ToIntPtr(gch));
}
//Method used to enable the decrease temperature action on the service
protected void EnableActionDecreaseTemperature()
{
//Creating a new action to decrease the temperature
OpenHome.Net.Core.Action action = new
OpenHome.Net.Core.Action("DecreaseTemperature");
//Adding one output parameter - Temperature (unsigned int)
action.AddOutputParameter(new ParameterUint("Temperature"));
//Setting the delegate callback function
iDelegateDecreaseTemperature = DoDecreaseTemperature;
//Using the OpenHome framework - enable the DecreaseTemperature action and
provide it with the callback method to execute.
EnableAction(action, iDelegateDecreaseTemperature, GCHandle.ToIntPtr(gch));
}
//Method that increases temperature

The following three methods carry out execution of the three service actions, i.e.,
IncreaseTemperature, DecreaseTemperature, and GetTemperature.
protected virtual void IncreaseTemperature(IDvInvocation aInvocation, out uint
temp)
{
temp = ++_temperature;
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}
//Method that decreases temperature
protected virtual void DecreaseTemperature(IDvInvocation aInvocation, out uint
temp)
{
temp = --_temperature;
}
//Method to get the current temperature
protected virtual void GetTemperature(IDvInvocation aInvocation, out uint temp)
{
temp = _temperature;
}

Below is the callback method, DoIncreaseTemperature implementation. Here the service
calls the IncreaseTemperature method, shown above. The result is then obtained and written out
so that it can be sent to the client.
//Callback method to increase the temperature
private static int DoIncreaseTemperature(IntPtr aPtr, IntPtr aInvocation)
{
GCHandle gch = GCHandle.FromIntPtr(aPtr);
DvProviderThermostat self =
(DvProviderThermostat)gch.Target;
DvInvocation invocation = new DvInvocation(aInvocation);
uint temp;
try
{
//If there were any parameters provided by the client we would read them
between the ReadStart and ReadEnd.
//invocation.ReadStart();
//invocation.ReadEnd();
//execute increase temperature action
self.IncreaseTemperature(invocation, out temp);
}
//handle different exceptions.
catch (ActionError)
{
invocation.ReportError(501, "Invalid XML"); ;
return -1;
}
catch (PropertyUpdateError)
{
invocation.ReportError(501, "Invalid XML"); ;
return -1;
}
catch (Exception e)
{
Console.WriteLine(e.ToString());
return -1;
}
try
{
//Write out the results of the increase temperature action, which will be
sent back to the client.
invocation.WriteStart();
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invocation.WriteUint("Temperature", temp);
invocation.WriteEnd();
}
catch (ActionError)
{
return -1;
}
catch (System.Exception e)
{
Console.WriteLine(e.ToString());
return -1;
}
return 0;
}

The following two callback methods perform the same operations as the
DoIncreaseTemperature. The service action method is called and then the results are written out
and sent to the client.
//Callback method to decrease the temperature
private static int DoDecreaseTemperature(IntPtr aPtr, IntPtr aInvocation)
{
GCHandle gch = GCHandle.FromIntPtr(aPtr);
DvProviderThermostat self =
(DvProviderThermostat)gch.Target;
DvInvocation invocation = new DvInvocation(aInvocation);
uint temp;
try
{
//If there were any parameters provided by the client we would read
them between the ReadStart and ReadEnd.
//invocation.ReadStart();
//invocation.ReadEnd();
//execute decrease temperature action
self.DecreaseTemperature(invocation, out temp);
}
//handle different exceptions.
catch (ActionError)
{
invocation.ReportError(501, "Invalid XML"); ;
return -1;
}
catch (PropertyUpdateError)
{
invocation.ReportError(501, "Invalid XML"); ;
return -1;
}
catch (Exception e)
{
Console.WriteLine(e.ToString());
return -1;
}
try
{
//Write out the results of the decrease temperature action, which will be
sent back to the client.
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invocation.WriteStart();
invocation.WriteUint("Temperature", temp);
invocation.WriteEnd();
}
catch (ActionError)
{
return -1;
}
catch (System.Exception e)
{
Console.WriteLine(e.ToString());
return -1;
}
return 0;
}
//Callback method to get the current temperature
private static int DoGetTemperature(IntPtr aPtr, IntPtr aInvocation)
{
GCHandle gch = GCHandle.FromIntPtr(aPtr);
DvProviderThermostat self =
(DvProviderThermostat)gch.Target;
DvInvocation invocation = new DvInvocation(aInvocation);
uint temp;
try
{
//If there were any parameters provided by the client we would read
them between the ReadStart and ReadEnd.
//invocation.ReadStart();
//invocation.ReadEnd();
//execute get temperature action
self.GetTemperature(invocation, out temp);
}
//handle different exceptions.
catch (ActionError)
{
invocation.ReportError(501, "Invalid XML"); ;
return -1;
}
catch (PropertyUpdateError)
{
invocation.ReportError(501, "Invalid XML"); ;
return -1;
}
catch (Exception e)
{
Console.WriteLine(e.ToString());
return -1;
}
try
{
invocation.WriteStart();
invocation.WriteUint("Temperature", temp);
invocation.WriteEnd();
}
catch (ActionError)
{
return -1;
}
catch (System.Exception e)
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{
Console.WriteLine(e.ToString());
return -1;
}
return 0;
}
public virtual void Dispose()
{
//Now we can free up the managed object
if (DisposeProvider())
{
gch.Free();
}
}
}
}

G.2 UPnP Client
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using

System;
System.Collections.Generic;
System.ComponentModel;
System.Data;
System.Drawing;
System.Linq;
System.Text;
System.Windows.Forms;
ManagedUPnP;
ManagedUPnP.Descriptions;

namespace UPnPControlPoint
{
public partial class Form1 : Form
{
private Discovery _discovery = null;
public Dictionary<string, Device> m_devices = null;
public List<Service> m_services;
public List<ActionsDescription> m_actions;
private AutoEventedDiscoveryServices<Service> mdsServices;
TreeNode _selectedNode = null;
//Constructor used to initialize windows form components
public Form1()
{
InitializeComponent();
}

The following method is called when the client’s window form is first loaded. Here the
initial setup for service discovery is made. Callback methods are setup for when a service is
discovered. CanCreateServiceFor method is used to determine whether a particular service object
should be created or not for the client to interact with. Next, CreateServiceFor, creates the
service object that the client can interact with. The StatusNotifyAction handles when a service
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has been removed or a new service has been added. Finally, asynchronous discovery is started in
order to browse the network for available services.
//Called when the form is loaded
private void serviceForm_Load(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
m_services = new List<Service>();
// Create discovery for all service and device types
mdsServices = new AutoEventedDiscoveryServices<Service>(null);
// Try to resolve network interfaces if OS supports it
mdsServices.ResolveNetworkInterfaces = true;
// Assign events
//Callback to check if a particular service should be created
mdsServices.CanCreateServiceFor += new
AutoEventedDiscoveryServices<Service>.
CanCreateServiceForEventHandler(CanCreateServiceFor);
//Callback to create a service
mdsServices.CreateServiceFor += new AutoEventedDiscoveryServices<Service>.
CreateServiceForEventHandler(CreateServiceFor);
//Setting callback that will handle whenever a service is added, or a
device/service has been removed.
mdsServices.StatusNotifyAction += new
AutoEventedDiscoveryServices<Service>.
StatusNotifyActionEventHandler(StatusNotifyAction);
// Start async discovery
mdsServices.ReStartAsync();
}

The following callback method is called when a service or device is added or if a service
is removed. Based on the type of action, the appropriate call will be made to update the service in
the GUI window.
//Takes the appropriate actions if a service was added or if a device/service
has been removed.
private void StatusNotifyAction(object sender,
AutoEventedDiscoveryServices<Service>.StatusNotifyActionEventArgs a)
{
switch (a.NotifyAction)
{
case AutoDiscoveryServices<Service>.NotifyAction.ServiceAdded:
// A new service was found, add it
AddService((Service)(a.Data));
// Console.WriteLine("{0}", a.Data.ToString());
break;
case AutoDiscoveryServices<Service>.NotifyAction.DeviceRemoved:
// A device has been removed, remove it and all services
RemoveService((Service)(a.Data));
break;
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case AutoDiscoveryServices<Service>.NotifyAction.ServiceRemoved:
// A service was removed, remove it
RemoveService((Service)(a.Data));
break;
}
}

The AddService method adds a service to the GUI services window from which a user
can select and execute a service action.
//Adds a discovered service to our list of services.
private void AddService(ManagedUPnP.Service service)
{
TreeNode serviceNode = new TreeNode(service.Name);
serviceNode.Text = service.Name;
serviceNode.Tag = service;
tvwServices.Nodes.Add(serviceNode);
PopulateService(service, serviceNode);
m_services.Add(service);
}
//Method populates a service tree node with its actions
private void PopulateService(Service service, TreeNode svcNode)
{
ServiceDescription serviceDescription = service.Description();
if (serviceDescription != null)
{
//Add an action node in the tree for each service action
foreach (var action in serviceDescription.Actions.Values)
{
TreeNode actionNode = new TreeNode(action.Name);
actionNode.Text = action.Name;
actionNode.Tag = action;
svcNode.Nodes.Add(actionNode);
}
}
}

The RemoveService method removes a service from the GUI services window.
//Method called when a device or service has been removed from the UPnP network
private void RemoveService(Service service)
{
ManagedUPnP.Descriptions.ServiceDescription serviceDesc =
service.Description();
Console.WriteLine("Removing Service: {0}", serviceDesc);
//remove from our list of services
m_services.Remove(service);
//Clear the tree in the windows form
tvwServices.Nodes.Clear();
foreach (var srvc in m_services)
{
//add back the remaining services
TreeNode serviceNode = tvwServices.Nodes.Add(srvc.Name);
PopulateService(srvc, serviceNode);
}
}
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//Allows to create an object that implements IAutoDiscoveryService for a
particular UPnP service that is discovered.
private void CanCreateServiceFor(object sender,
AutoEventedDiscoveryServices<Service>.CanCreateServiceForEventArgs a)
{
a.CanCreate = true;
}
/// <summary>
/// Occurs when the discovery object wants a new auto service created.
/// </summary>
/// <param name="sender">The sender of the event.</param>
/// <param name="a">The event arguments.</param>
private void CreateServiceFor(object sender,
AutoEventedDiscoveryServices<Service>.CreateServiceForEventArgs a)
{
a.CreatedAutoService = a.Service;
}
//Method to set the currently selected node in the tree.
private void AfterItemSelected(object sender, TreeViewEventArgs e)
{
_selectedNode = tvwServices.SelectedNode;
}

The OnExecuteAction method is called when a service action is executed by a user. An
action object reference is obtained and any input parameters that it requires are passed into the
InvokeAction method. As a result of calling the InvokeAction method, the service action is
executed and the results are returned and displayed on the GUI.
//Callback method called when a service action is executed
private void OnExecuteAction(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
Object[] loParams;
if (_selectedNode != null)
{
//retrieve the service action
ActionDescription action = _selectedNode.Tag as ActionDescription;
if (action != null)
{
Service service = _selectedNode.Parent.Tag as Service;
if (service != null)
{
if (action.Arguments != null)
{
//Create an array of objects for each input parameter that the
action takes. In our case there are 0 input parameters.
loParams = new object[action.Arguments.InArgCount];
//Invoke the action and retrieve the array of output
parameters. In our case, there is one output parameter.
Object[] outArgs = service.InvokeAction(action.Name,
loParams);
if (outArgs.Count() > 0)
{
//output the result to the windows form
lblOutput.Text = outArgs[0].ToString();
}
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}
}
}
}
}
}
}

H. Conclusion
UPnP is a network technology that allows for automatic service discovery and usage by
clients on an UPnP enabled network. The technology defines an addressing mechanism along
with protocols which allow for communication between services and clients. Multiple elements
make up the protocols such as discovery, description, control, events, and presentation.
Discovery allows services to announce themselves on the network to all interested clients as well
as allow clients to query for specific services. Description is a way for devices/services to
describe themselves and the capabilities that they offer to clients. Once a client receives a
description for a given service, it then uses the control protocol element to invoke actions on the
service and get back results if any exist. If a client wants to watch for any changes in a service’s
properties, it will use the event protocol element. The client specifies the properties that it wants
to monitor and then whenever any of the evented properties values change, the service will send
out an event message to all subscribed clients. The last protocol element is presentation which
allows a client to load a device provided URL into a web browser and view the device’s status
and in certain cases, control the device. We also showed an example UPnP thermostat service
and client implemented in C# using two open source frameworks. When implementing the UPnP
service and client, initially the plan was to implement the addressing along with all the protocol
elements for the client and service. However, it immediately became evident the amount of work
required to implement each one of these parts. Because of all the UPnP addressing and protocol
requirements, the plan of action became to search for existing frameworks that already had this
functionality implemented. OpenHome.NET, an open source library which provides the
framework for an UPnP device/service, and ManagedUPnP, an open source client library which
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provides the framework for a UPnP client or control point were used in this project. UPnP has a
major advantage in terms of its service discovery capabilities in that a client can know nothing
about a service prior to discovering it, but yet after connecting to it, still be able to invoke actions
and subscribe to the services’ events. The disadvantage, however, is that each device/service and
client must implement the same addressing and protocol element functionality, rather than
focusing on just the service or client implementation.
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CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY

The three major technologies and products that allow for automatic service discovery are
Bonjour, Jini, and UPnP. Each has its own specification or implementation for the major building
blocks of service discovery, i.e., addressing, naming, service publishing and discovery. Another
topic which is also of great importance that comes after discovery is service usage and eventing.
In the following paragraphs each technology will be compared and contrasted in each of these
categories in order to determine the robust qualities of each, what functionality allows them to be
flexible yet easy to use, and what could be done to improve the technology.

We also present a

proposal for a new service discovery technology design which takes advantages of the powerful
capabilities of the three major service discovery technologies, explaining how the technology
would operate for each of the building blocks mentioned above.
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A. Addressing
Table 6.1. Service Discovery Technologies Addressing Comparison.

Bonjour

Advantages

Disadvantages

Issues



None

None

 Must have an IP
address statically or
dynamically assigned
 IP address conflicts
must be handled by
the service and client
applications
 Must have an IP
address dynamically
assigned or using
Auto-IP
 Auto-IP - if more than
one IP address
request is received by
a device in 10
seconds, device has to
give up its IP address
 If DHCP server
comes up and serves
address to device,
device has to give up
its address

 Requires extra
implementation by
client and service to
handle case when no
DHCP is on the
network.

Jini

DHCP server not
required, static IP
address assignment
not required
 IP address conflicts
handled by Bonjour
mDNSResponder
None

UPnP

None

 Requires extra
implementation by
client and service to
handle case when no
DHCP server is on
the network.
 Extra monitoring and
handling needed by
client and service for
incoming IP requests
from other clients
and services.

When it comes to addressing, Bonjour has a powerful capability in that the client and
service do not need to have a DHCP server nor do they need to statically assign IP addresses.
Bonjour automatically assigns IP addresses to clients and services and internally handles address
conflicts. Bonjour tests an address by sending a request on the network. If any entity responds,
that is an indication that the address is in use. At that point, Bonjour tries another address from a
range of reserved addresses for the local network. This process continues until an address that is
not in use is found. Then, the unused address will be used by the client or service.
For Jini, it is required that all entities that are on the network must have an IP address
assigned statically or dynamically via a DHCP server.
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Entities in UPnP can either use a DHCP client to request an IP address from a DHCP
server if one exists. Otherwise, they must assign an address using Auto-IP. Auto-IP uses an
address from a set of link-local IP addresses (169.254.1.0 to 169.254.254.255) and is
implementation dependent. Once an address has been selected, it has to be tested by sending out
a request on the network for the IP address. If there is a response, then that means that the
address is being used. Otherwise, the address is assigned. What is interesting is that even after
assigning an IP address to itself, the entity must listen for incoming requests for its IP address and
if it gets more than one request in 10 seconds, it must give up its IP address and reconfigure a
new IP address. Table 6.1 lists the addressing advantages and disadvantages for each of the
major service discovery technologies.
When implementing the service and client applications for each of the service discovery
technologies one thing that came to mind was that they should be able to work under various
network configurations. That includes a network that may not have a DHCP server. If one does
not exist then Jini requires that the address be statically assigned which means that the client and
service need to perform this operation themselves. The same is true for UPnP. However, with
UPnP, there is a specification that requires the device/service and client give up their IP address
in certain instances and then configure a new non-conflicting address. Once a non-conflicting
address is found and assigned, the service and client should not have the responsibility of
reconfiguring an address because of multiple requests from other entities. Bonjour provides the
addressing functionality that allows the client and service to obtain a non-conflicting address
without adding any code to their implementation. In my opinion this is the best way to handle
addressing. Since, addressing is essential for each and every service and client that wants to
participate in service discovery. As part of our proposed service discovery design, we have a
framework which handles automatic assignment of addresses for clients and services. The
framework has a service that runs on the both the client and service host machines/devices and
like Bonjour, it selects a random address from a range of link-local addresses and tests to see if it
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is in use on the network. If not, then it is assigned. Otherwise, it continues the process of
selecting and testing random addresses until a non-conflicting one is found.
B. Naming
Naming is a way by which services can be uniquely identified on the network. Clients
will use the unique identifier to select the service that it wants to connect to and use. Each of the
discovering technologies has their own mechanism or specification in relation to service
identification and how to best establish unique service identifiers. Table 6.2 compares the
naming advantages, disadvantages, and issues for each of the major service discovery
technologies.

Table 6.2. Service Discovery Technologies Naming Comparison.

Bonjour

Jini

UPnP

Advantages

Disadvantages

Issues



None

None

None

None

 Device and service
must ensure that the
USN does not
conflict with any
other entity on the
network

 UPnP recommends
an algorithm for
naming
services/devices.
There is no
specification on how
to resolve name
conflicts if any exist.

mDNSResponder
automatically
renames service if a
name conflict exists.
 No need to specify
name since Jini does
not provide a
mechanism for
specifying a service
name. The lookup
service does provide
a unique service ID to
registered services.
None

With Bonjour, when a service is registered using the Register method by specifying a
zero for the first parameter, Bonjour will automatically rename the service if there is a name
conflict on the network. Since, Bonjour handles all requests for services, name conflicts are not a
concern for them, and rather, they need only to worry about handling requests from connected
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clients. If the zero is not specified when the service is first registered, Bonjour recommends that
a user interface be presented to notify the user in case of a name conflict and allow for the service
to be renamed.
Jini services can specify a type of group that their services belong to or not specify
anything and allow them to default to the public group. This will in turn allow the service to
register with a lookup service that is a member of the specified group. The service will get back a
service ID which uniquely identifies it with the lookup service. Matching service objects are
returned by the lookup service when a client queries for specific attributes. Jini does not provide
a mechanism for specifying a service name. However, a client can specify a service ID as part of
the ServiceTemplate that it uses to query the lookup service. This will return a specific service
whose ID matches the service ID only if the service’s attributes match the ServiceTemplate’s
attributes and the service’s class type is of the same type or a subclass of all class types specified
in the ServiceTemplate’s serviceTypes array.
UPnP entities on the network must have a unique name and the expectation is that it is a
DNS style name. The device or service must ensure that no other UPnP entity has the same name
on the network. The name, also known as the USN (unique service name) is prefixed with “uuid”
and is multicasted by the device when it first joins the network. However, there is no
specification for how an entity should ensure that its USN is unique once it has been assigned.
There is a recommendation, however, that it is created based on a Time & MAC-based algorithm
[18].
For service vendors as far as naming is concerned, Bonjour and Jini, require little to no
effort. While with UPnP, there has to be some mechanism in place to verify that the service name
is unique. Since, it is recommended that DNS-style names are used, this may be a non-issue, but
nevertheless it is worth mentioning for the purpose of comparing the technologies.
The Jini service application does not provide a way for naming a service. However,
when services are registered with the Jini lookup service, they are assigned a unique service ID
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which they can be identified by. Service items are returned based on whether their attributes and
class types match the attributes and class types specified in a client query. One problem with this
is that there has to be some user interaction in determining which service to use in case there is
multiple service items returned. A client can use a service ID, to return a specific service.
However, this value is a universally unique identifier (UUID). A UUID is unique but it does not
say anything about a service. Having a service name, is a way for clients to distinguish between
services that may have similar functionality. It may be the case that a few printer services are
available on the network, but only one of them is popular amongst users. A client could quickly
figure out which service this is by the name. With UPnP, it is safe to assume that service names
will be unique on the network using the specification of service naming. This is because it is
recommended that part of the name be generated based on the current time. For example, one of
the specifications is that the service name has the following format:

uuid:<device>-<UUID>::urn:<domain-name>:service:<serviceType:ver>
The <device>, <domain-name>, and <serviceType:ver> have to be provided by the service
vendor. The <UUID> is recommended to be generated using the current time. The problem
again is that this becomes the responsibility of the service/device vendors to implement this.
For the proposed service discovery technology design, the main source of influence for
naming was taken from Bonjour and UPnP. The framework service would allow a service vendor
to specify a service name in a method call and then generate a string similar to the UPnP format
shown above. Then like Bonjour, it would query the network to see if that name already exists.
If not, then it would be assigned as the service name, otherwise, if the name was already taken, it
would automatically append a numerical value to the end of generated name and check again to
see if the new name exists. This process would repeat until a non-conflicting service name is
found. Using this technique we can guarantee a unique service name on the network and remove
the responsibility of coming up with a unique name from the device/service vendors.
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C. Publishing

Table 6.3. Service Discovery Technologies Publishing Comparison.
Advantages
Disadvantages
Issues

Bonjour





Jini




UPnP



Services register with
mDNSResponder
with a simple method
call.
mDNSResponder
makes
announcements on
the services behalf.

 The only service
details provided by
the service when
registering is the
service type name.

Services can easily
register with a lookup
server.
Services are
distinguishable by
their attributes.
No other application
required to run other
than the service and
client.

None

 Service vendors have
to handle
implementation for
periodic
announcements of
availability.
 Must also handle
implementation when
announcing
shutdown.

 Services with
different interfaces
can register using
the same service
type. The only way
to differentiate
between them is the
service name which
is not helpful.
None

 A lot more effort is
required by service
and client vendors
to implement all the
extra functionality
required in the
UPnP specification.

Bonjour’s mDNSResponder allows services to announce themselves on the network with
hardly any effort. Services simply have to call a Register method and from that point, the
mDNSResponder will begin to successively announce the availability of the service. Initially, the
announcements will be more frequent, but with time they will be less often. This mechanism was
put in place in order to reduce network traffic. Unfortunately, there is no way to let clients know
details about the service, other than its type. The type is specified as one of the parameters in the
Register method. Examples of service types are printer, chat services, etc. With no standard
protocol for service types, this introduces a big problem for clients. This will be discussed further
in detail in the Discovery section.
With Jini, like Bonjour, it is relatively simple to have a service announce its availability
on the network. It must initially search for a lookup service. Then, if one is found, the service is
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registered with it. The lookup service has similar functionality as the mDNSresponder for
Bonjour in that it makes periodic announcements on the network and handles queries for services.
The lookup service is different from the mDNSresponder in that it makes announcements of
itself. It notifies clients and services of its availability and the group that it belongs to. It is the
group name that allows clients and services to locate a lookup service on the network. Jini also
allows a service to provide more information in order to allow clients to find a more accurate
match. When a service first registers with a lookup service, it provides an attribute set which
essentially is an instance of a class and each attribute in the set is a public field of that class.
These attributes will be used by the lookup service when it’s queried by a client to determine
which services to return. One issue with Jini is that if there is no lookup service on the network,
the service and client will not able to communicate. This shows that Jini services and clients are
dependent on an external component, i.e., the lookup service. In contrast, Bonjour, requires that
both the client and service are running the mDNSresponder service. Therefore, Bonjour services
and clients on the network will always be able to communicate.
Of all the technologies, UPnP requires the most effort by service vendors to announce
their service on the network. The reason for this is that there is no framework put in place by
Microsoft like the mDNSResponder for Apple, and the lookup service for Jini, in which a service
can register and have queries for it handled automatically. A service initially has to multicast a
message on the network to announce its availability. After this, it must periodically send out
announcements for the life of the service. Since, the message is sent using UDP, which does not
care if a message is received, it is recommended that the message is sent two to three times with a
few hundred milliseconds between multicasts. The service must also multicast a message to
notify all clients when it is shutting down. It becomes evident that every service that wants to
publish itself on an UPnP enabled network has to implement the same functionality. It also
requires extra effort from the service vendor to meet all the UPnP specifications whereas in the
other two technologies this is not a concern. One advantage UPnP services have over Bonjour
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and Jini services, is that besides the service program, no other executable is required to be
running on the network. For Bonjour, the mDNSResponder service must be running and for Jini
the lookup service. Table 6.3, lists advantages, disadvantages, and issues for the major service
discovery technologies in relation to publishing.
For publishing, of the all the service discovery technologies, Bonjour’s
mDNSresponder’s automatic service announcement mechanism stood out as the most powerful
capability. Keeping this in mind, we use this functionality in the new service discovery design.
Along with Bonjour, the UPnP’s XML device/service description contributed to the new service
discovery design for publishing. After a device/service has joined the network and received a
non-conflicting IP address, it registers with the framework service. In the service code, the
service name and service type are provided when registering. The service name will be used to
generate a unique service name by the framework which we discussed in the previous section.
The service type will be announced by the framework service periodically to notify clients of its
availability. The framework service will also require that devices/services provide a XML device
and service description. Using the XML-based device and service schemas developed by the
UPnP Forum group, devices/services will be able list all their attributes and service actions that
are available to clients. Although, UPnP specifies to send descriptions after receiving a request
from a client, it makes sense to provide this information to the framework service during
publishing because the information is available at that time and also because the goal is to move
this functionality out of the service. The only work required by services is to provide a service
name, type, a reference to its XML device/service description, and register with the framework
service.
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D. Discovery
Table 6.4. Service Discovery Technologies Discovery Comparison.

Advantages

Disadvantages

Issues

Bonjour

None



No standard for all
service types to
conform to.



Jini





Clients must know
about the service
attributes prior to
using it.

UPnP

 Clients can know
nothing about a
service prior to using
it.
 No application is
required to run on the
network other than
the client and server.

Clients can search
for services based on
their attributes

 All implementation to
handle discovery is
left for the
device/service
vendors and clients.

Each service for a
specific type can
create their own
interface and
implementation and
there is no way for
clients to tell them
apart without
knowing about the
service beforehand.
 Clients must either
know all the
attributes of a service
or specify a null for
the ServiceTemplate
and return all
services. In the first
case it requires that
the client know
about the service
prior to discovering
it and in the second
case there is no way
to know what
method to invoke on
the service.
 Services must handle
requests from clients.
 Clients must also
handle all requests
that go to
devices/services and
network traffic
coming from them.

The idea that a client can connect to a network and automatically finds services that it can
use is very powerful. However, with no standard specified for service types to conform to, this
powerful capability becomes hard to realize. A printer service can be registered with the
mDNSresponder and then a client can discover the printer service and try to print. The service,
expecting a specific format, will receive the printing message. But if the message does not match
the format, it will be thrown away.
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Apple does have a specification for printer vendors that will allow them to be Bonjour
compliant. However, there are numerous types of useful services that either exist or can be
created, but as of today there is no mechanism in place that allows clients to make use of them
without knowing the details of the service prior to discovery.
With Jini, the client will have to query for a service using a ServiceTemplate. The
problem is that in order for the lookup service to find a matching service, all the attributes in the
ServiceTemplate have to match a registered service’s attributes. The problem with this again, is
that the client must know about all the types in an attribute set in order for it to make a perfect
match. It is only after all attributes match, that the lookup service will retrieve the service object.
Another way in which a service object will be returned by the lookup service is when the client
queries using a null attribute set. A null attribute set is essentially specifying a wildcard and will
match any service with any attribute set. Again, this becomes problematic because now there is
no way to know what kind of service is being returned and how to interact with those that are
returned.
UPnP is the most powerful of the technologies in terms of how little must be known by
clients prior to using a service. The problem is that all the implementation is left for the
service/device vendors and clients. While having to respond to multicast requests from clients for
specific service types, devices/services have to handle individual connections from clients and
send device descriptions upon requests from clients. If the device description contains a service
type that the client is interested in, the client will send a request for the service type. The service
must handle the request and send a service description, which contains details about the service.
Keep in mind that the client must also handle all requests that go to device/services and traffic
coming from them. Services/devices must also handle subscription and un-subscription requests
from clients for updates in data and send out messages when evented data changes.
Service/devices must keep track of lease expirations. In addition, services must create and update
an event key value for each unicast subscribed client and send it out with event messages for the
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client. Therefore, clients will know whether the data is new information or a repeat of what was
sent before. The event key is incremented every time that there is a change in data. For events
that are multicasted to clients, the service must send the events multiple times to ensure that
clients receive them. With all the requirements that exist for UPnP compliant services/devices
and clients, it makes implementation a bit more complicated. However, once the mechanisms are
in place to meet these requirements, clients can literally know nothing about a service prior to
connecting to it and be able to take advantage of all its capabilities. Table 6.4 shows discovery
advantages, disadvantages, and issues for the three service discovery technologies.
After implementing services and clients for the three major service discovery
technologies, when it came to discovery, UPnP’s specification proved to be the most promising of
all the technologies. A client that had no information about a service prior to joining the network
other than the service type, could locate a service and view all its attributes. With Bonjour, after
a client discovered a service based on its type, it would resolve to get the service IP address and
port number from the mDNSresponder and then connect to it. From that point, the client would
have to know how to interact with the service in order to use it. With Jini, the same problem
occurred if a client had no information about the service. It would provide a null attribute set in
its query which would return all services registered with the lookup server. The client would
have no information about the service items returned.
In our new service discovery technology design, for the discovery component, we have
the framework services running on both the service and client host devices/machines. The
framework services are responsible for handling all the discovery operations, freeing clients and
services from this obligation. On the service side, it would be responsible for handling queries
from clients for a service type and then sending out device and service descriptions to clients. On
the client side, it would be responsible for sending a query on behalf of a client. It would also
handle responses from the framework service by parsing XML descriptions and providing the
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client with a list of device/service attributes via a callback method. The client could easily
display these results in a UI for the end user to perform further actions.
E. Service Usage and Eventing
Table 6.5. Service Usage and Eventing Comparison.

Advantages

Disadvantages

Issues

Bonjour

None

 Clients must know
about the service prior
to discovering and
using it.
 Client and service
must have some
mechanism in place to
allow for eventing.

Jini

None

 Clients must know
about the service prior
to discovering and
using it.
 Client and service
must have some
mechanism in place to
allow for eventing.

UPnP

 Provides ability for
service to specify all
of it event data and
allows clients to
subscribe to this data

 Implementation to
send and handle
subscription for event
data must be handled
by the client and
service applications.

 The client needs to
know what actions it
can request to be
executed on the
service and also the
format of the request.
 The client must know
what result if any
would be returned by
the service for an
action and the format
of that result.
 For eventing the
client has to know
what data on the
service can be
monitored and then
have a way to notify
the service that it
wants to watch that
data.
 The client needs to
know what actions it
can invoke on the
service.
 The client must know
what result, if any,
would be returned
after invoking an
action.
 For eventing the
client has to know of
a method to invoke
on the service which
will run continuously
and provide updates
on event data. The
client must also
know what data will
be returned.
 This adds extra
responsibility on the
service/device
vendors and clients
to support this
functionality.
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When it comes to using a service and monitoring event data, the mDNSresponder has no
part in these operations. At this point, the client is connected directly to the service. Without the
client knowing about the service prior to discovery, there is no way for it to know how interact
with the service, not to mention knowing what event data exists and how to subscribe.
Jini allows methods to be invoked on a service using remote method invocation, however
in order for a client to do so, it must know about the service’s methods. For monitoring event
data, there is no mechanism in place in Jini to allow a client to specify service attributes that it is
interested in receiving updates from. Rather, the service must have a method that runs
continuously and provides updates on event data. The client must know beforehand about this
method and the type of data that it will return.
UPnP provides a means for a service to specify all of its data that will be evented in the
service description and it specifies the format of the subscription message that needs to be sent by
the client to receive updates. The issue is that the service must include code to monitor this data,
and when the state of data changes, it must then multicast or unicast the data to subscribed clients.
The client must also have code included to send subscriptions and handle event messages from
the service.
Since, an important focus of the hands on analysis of service discovery technologies was
that the client could know nothing about a service prior to discovering it and still be able to use it,
Bonjour and Jini did not have any capabilities that could be pulled into the framework service
when it came to service usage and eventing. UPnP, on the other hand, provided the messaging
that was needed to allow for service usage and event data monitoring.
For our new service discovery technology design, we can pull some of the UPnP
messaging and event monitoring functionality into the framework service, relieving the client and
service from extra implementation. When a service first registers and provides a reference to its
XML device and service description, the framework service on the service side generates objects
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that represent the information listed in the XML description files. A request from a client to
execute an action will initially be received by the framework service and then a callback would be
made into a service code method that was designated for handling action execution. The
framework service would provide parameters that indicated the name of the action to execute and
the input and reference output parameters if any. Any output data would be sent back to the
client by the framework service. The event data specified in the description file would be
accessible objects from the service which it could modify and as a result cause the framework
service to send updates to subscribed clients. These subscriptions would be maintained by the
framework service. The framework service running on the client side would make it possible for
clients to subscribe to a service’s event data, specify an action to execute on the service, and
receive results from an action execution and/or updates on event data. In addition to providing
the client with updates of event data, the framework service would allow for filtering on it as
well. For example, a client could subscribe to a numerical value representing the temperature in a
home and ask the framework service to notify it if the value goes below 55 or above 80 degrees.
Moving all this functionality into the framework services on the client and service side greatly
reduces the code complexity in both the client and service applications.
F. Conclusion
When it comes to evaluating the different service discovery technologies, besides
understanding how the technologies work from published documents, a hands-on comparison
helped to compare the complexity of each. In the hands-on comparison, each of the technologies
had advantages and disadvantages when it came to the major building blocks of service
discovery, i.e., addressing, naming, publishing, and discovery. When it came to addressing,
naming, and publishing for services, Bonjour required the least amount of effort of all
technologies to implement. Jini, as well, was pretty straight forward. The extra effort came when
specifying the attributes set to register with the lookup service. UPnP on the other hand required
the most effort for each of the building blocks. When it came to service usage and event
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monitoring, Bonjour and Jini did not provide any extra benefit. UPnP, on the other hand, defined
standard messages that would allow a client to retrieve a list of service actions, execute an action,
and subscribe to event data.
For the purpose of demonstrating how the UPnP technology worked, two open source
projects (ManagedUPnP for clients and Ohnet for services) were used to handle addressing,
naming, publishing, and discovery. This is because to implement these building blocks required a
great amount of effort. Of course, we see the disadvantages with Bonjour and Jini, when it came
to discovery, usage of services, and monitoring event data. The client had to have prior
knowledge about the service that it is querying for in order to know how to interact with it.
However, with UPnP this was not an issue and this is where we see the major advantage that it
has over Bonjour and Jini.
To improve on what already exist, we came up with a hybrid approach based on Bonjour
and UPnP, taking powerful capabilities from each technology. The hybrid technology takes
advantage of Bonjour’s addressing, naming, service publishing and discovery capabilities. The
only difference is that the service provides an XML description of itself using the UPnP defined
schema. Clients continue to take advantage of the Bonjour like discovery capabilities by
specifying a service type to query for. They are returned a list of services that match from which
they could select one. The difference now is that the hybrid technology handles a request from a
client for a specific service by sending back a XML service description using the UPnP defined
schema. On the client side, the hybrid technology parses the XML message and calls back into a
client application method and provides it with all the event data and actions of the service along
with the input and output parameters for each action. The client could then subscribe to event
data or select an action to execute and provide the proper arguments for it. The framework
service on the client side sends information to the service on behalf of the client and waits for the
results. On the service side, the framework service gets requests to either execute an action or
subscribe to event data. The action execution request is provided to the service in a callback
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method along with the input and output reference parameters. Upon execution of the action, the
framework service sends the results, if any, back to the client. The framework service keeps track
of event data that is modified by the service and sends out updates to subscribe clients. Using
these techniques we can take advantage of both the powerful capabilities of Bonjour and UPnP.
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

With so many service discovery technologies that exist today, it becomes difficult for
device/service vendors and/or clients to choose one which offers all the capabilities that they are
looking for. In this thesis, we have presented an in-depth analysis and hands-on comparison of
three major service discovery technologies, i.e., Bonjour, Jini, and UPnP. We examined
addressing, naming, publishing, and discovery, the main service discovery capabilities along with
the ability for the technologies to allow clients to subscribe to event data on a service as well as
specify a service action to execute. The hands-on comparison was composed of a client and
service application written for each of the service discovery technologies. We were able to
determine the strengths and weaknesses of each technology based on the amount of worked
required to implement each pair of applications and the amount of knowledge that a client had
have about a service prior to querying for it. The lesser a client had to know about a service, yet
still be able to use it, the stronger we considered the technology.
This thesis provides device/service vendors and clients the ability to make well informed
decisions when wanting to choose a service discovery technology for their application to be
compatible with. It also provides high level design detail for a new proposed service discovery
technology that merges all the powerful capabilities of the three service discovery technologies
mentioned in this paper. Future studies could provide more concrete designs and even begin
implementation for the framework services for both the client and service side. This way, service
vendors and clients could easily integrate their applications with the technology, yet at the same
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time, take advantage of all its powerful service discovery capabilities. An area of research that
must be considered is certain services should only be available to certain clients. This has to do
with client privileges and permissions.
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